Title word cross-reference

+ [AJD13, CTW+10], $100 [ZMR+88]. 111 [Bli07a]. 11 [Bli06b]. 2 [AP11, BBT+13, CCF97, CMO+99, GWF98, MD00f, MKFN87, SMWS88, SSOCC01, U1L+06]. 25 [Ang17]. 2 × 2 [Bli96a, Bli02b]. 3 [Abo99a, ASW93, AP10, Ato15-33, AA09, BRL+17, BC87, BBF+98, BGSC85, Ben99, BH16, BA13, Bli88c, BFB+98, BCF+08, BBT+13, BKSS07, Bux05, CD12, CCG+04, CPC08, Cam17, CCF97, CRB+02, CBB+14, CT09, COK97, CMO+99, DB03, Del99b, DGA+97, DNS+15, Die00, DY09, DWL+92, EHBPG04, Enc14a, FYZ85, FSK07, FD03, FB09, FHKH06, FZ03, FTAT00, GWF98, Ger91, Gir87, GBT+02, GKB89, HPG08, HdlRL+13, HWY16, Han01, HGMT17, HF07, Hay95b, HZF06, IKMF12, IG98, JAC+08, KK02, KS07, KTA+02, KB88, KP14, KSRS13, Kon12, KZC+11, Kyle09, KPL17, KDMH17, LaV08, LFV+97, Law99, Lea96a, Lea96d, LJB+13, LYO02, LSQ+12, Mac97a, Mac13, MD99f, MD99e, MD00f, MKFN87, MSF07, MGO+16, Mas98, MVW805, McG93, MFM+16, MSH+08, Mil03, Mun98, NTH02, NINT89, NE93, NM08]. 3 [NF91, NLvLM09, dSNReiSn16, Nur08, PW97, PSX13, PLS+16, PJC88, Paq96, PT90, PTR+98, Pie06, PVV+03, PG93, PKJ+07, Red01, RLOW13, RBW+14, RR03, RB00, RDH+02, RT07, RFN89, RBK+13, RGCB07, SRS91, SPJ99, SSG95, SB16, SMWS88, SRL06, SRDT01, Shm03, SM04, Sim96c, Sin01c,
SSOC01, SFL+04, SD99, Spa16b, SQG+05, SAHK13, Tnu11a, TLL+96, TMB+13, THB+90, TUH+90, TH17, US17, UBS+12, WOF96, WMS92, WK94, WLL+16, Wea99b, WWV+10, WL88, WSKY09, Wor96b, YY16, YCB05, YZM+11, YYOIT92, YY99, YWR09, YBL+12, ZZ05, ZCS+06, aE01, vHdP94, 4 [Bli03e, HLE04, KN07, MD99e]. 4
[AGBC09]. C
[CW87, CW88]. D
[RSDP01]. G
[Sch93a]. N
[Ang17].


1 [Arn14a, WS09a]. 1/2D [WWC91]. 17-inch [MD99e]. 1996 [Lea97d].


3 [Bal98c, Bar84, CCV85, CE83, FZY84, FPT+82, FP84, HU83, Ikk84, LSFW83, LCG83, MTT83, OATO85, RSDP01, TT84]. 3-D [Bal98c, Bar84, CCV85, CE83, FZY84, FPT+82, FP84, HU83, Ikk84, LSFW83, LCG83, MTT83, OATO85, TT84]. 3.0 [MD99d]. 31 [Ano15e]. 3D [PM86]. 3DUI [FKK+10].

4 [Lea96a, NCO03]. 4.0 [Spa16b, Sto15]. 450-Year-Old [Abo99b]. 4D [Ake89]. 4D/240GTX [Ake89].

5 [MD99e]. 64-Bit [GKB89].

7 [MD99f]. 777 [DSW07].


94 [BDDH95]. 95 [Hay96d, IS95]. 96 [Hay96a, Lea97c]. 97 [Bal98b, GH97, JLC98, Lea97d].

Actors [MTT87b, VMJT96, MTT91]. actually [GP91a]. Adaptation [JOG+17]. Adaptive [BM03, BB00, BBB08, FR00, HW90, KS98, KS97, LGM13]. Adapt [Lea96a]. Adding [FPT+82, Wil13, Swi10, WKB11, Won08, Zac84]. Additions [Tau10b]. address [Ano96h, Ano97g]. addressability [Kla93]. Addressing [LKV90]. Adds [MD99d, Wri98, Whi96a]. Adds [MD99d, Wri98, Whi96a]. Add [Lea96a]. Adorning [JW01]. Adult [PPA14]. Adults [LTD16]. Advanced [Ano15b, BDM02, CB86, HW82b, Kas10a, Kas10b, Kas11a, Kas11b, RDRS10, Sto15]. Advances [ABB+01, CGJ+17, Kri06, LaV07, Lea96e, Ovi03, Yan85, Bal98c]._Advancing [Add95, WCG+11]. Aid [Han00a, SHMN09, UTM11]. Aided [BC87, BDM02, BH83, CF93, CLC+96, DP82, HLC11, Hur82, KSM85, Lic84, Myk88, NTS+07, Nie92, RGA+83, SM86, SG86a, Bar81b]. Air [AHDG00, Bro89, GSFT16, SK05, Sim95d]. Air-Traffic [AHDG00]. Airborne [HC+97, Cro96]. Aircraft [BB00, BB84, Cha88, DW87, Ell94b, Gal89, GG83, HB97, KKH90, McL83, MW82, Nap05, PB85, RR85, SM86, Sta17, Van84, YTM84, AM91, Bli93a, Car87, PB87, RBL90, Sug92, Wan93]. Algorithms [BFP86, Cro87a, FM85, Gil94, HHS+92, IFH+03, Lue01, Mam89, MD95b, Neu94, OKM84, OKKP13, Pan90, RR85, SM86, Sta17, Van84, YTM84, AM91, Bli93a, Car87, PB87, RBL90, Sug92, Wan93]. Algorithms [BFP86, Cro87a, FM85, Gil94, HHS+92, IFH+03, Lue01, Mam89, MD95b, Neu94, OKM84, OKKP13, Pan90, RR85, SM86, Sta17, Van84, YTM84, AM91, Bli93a, Car87, PB87, RBL90, Sug92, Wan93]. Alias [Hay95b]. aliasing [Bli89c]. Alice [UVa95]. Alignment [RMP+16]. Alis [Kub84]. Alive [Sin10b]. Alpha [SB86a, Bli96b]. Alternate [Lec17, Smi87].
Appearance [OKKP13, PR12, RP95, Sto01]. Apple [CWZ99]. Apples [RSZ96]. Appliances [FJHW00, KRL97, WB00a, WB00b].

Application [CPG*+16, DNS*+15, Eng86, EH16, FJ87, GWA84, LS08, MN97, Spi86, WYM10, WCE*+17, WK85, RKKW87, UFK*+89]. Application-Driven [WYM10]. Application-specific [Eng86]. Applications [Abo98a, Abo99b, Abo98b, AGBC09, Ano92c, Ano93f, Ano94c, Ano04a, AZ93, BA06, BK06, EH16, Rod14]. Apprenticeship [Sim96c]. Approach [AFYC03, BFK*+84, CGIB86, CM16, DJM13, DL15, DYS*+98, Hed84, HROIK16, LBS*+03, MPDR14, PD09, PRN15, RPM17, SC89, SPM504, Shi17, WS04, YS83, Zha96b, FG88a]. Approaches [Gol83b, HYN03, Mil86]. Appropriate [Ano14a, Ano14b]. Approximate [FDK12]. Approximating [PT03]. Approximation [ELK97, SF92]. Approximations [RPHW11, Tur88]. Apps [MRL13, Nav04]. Arbitrary [CW88, KSK00, ILK84, PO84, Sar90, CW87].
Assisted
[LBW$^+$17, Sim96c]. Assisted
[AKME$^+$90, Bar91, CH10, CPG$^+$16, KTD10, KW10, KY97, LMA$^+$17, SRS83, WBS$^+$05].
Associate [Tau10a, Tau13a]. Assurance
[Got82]. Astroid
[MPDR14]. Astronomical
[MUN$^+$10]. Astrophysical
[FOI$^+$07]. Astrophysics
[MUN$^+$10]. AstroSim
[NPH$^+$09]. Astrophysical
[FOI$^+$07]. Astrophysics
[NPH$^+$09]. Astrophyics
[NPH$^+$09]. Atmosphere
[GSFT16]. Atmospheric
[MUN$^+$10]. Astronomy
[MPDR14]. Attraction
[Sim94a]. Attractors
[PS88]. Attribute
[Mil07]. Attributes
[Mil07]. Audience
[SPS99, Sch93b]. Audiences
[CS17]. Audio
[KB09, Sin01a]. Audioptimization
[MOD00]. Auditory
[LSV$^+$02]. Augment
[Ano16b]. Augmented
[ABB$^+$01, BN95, BPB14, BH06, DFP$^+$11, DJM13, FLSG98, GSN09, GSSO05, GDY$^+$11, HBR$^+$92a, HBG04, JAM$^+$05, JBL14, JBL02, KHT06, Liv05, MSWT14, MIEL00, Nav04, NTS$^+$07, Pie06, PXC02, RBW05, RLG$^+$02, Ros00a, SRS83, SSO12, SSW$^+$07, TSLX12, TCB03, dHPP10]. Augmented-Reality
[BB10, DJM13]. Augmenting
[IM11, MRL13, TN10]. Australian
[IS95]. Authentication
[CT09]. Authoring
[CRB$^+$02, IM11, KSRF11, MD99f]. Authors
[Ano96k]. Auto
[BB00, BF93]. Auto-Adaptive
[BB00]. Automated
[CH81, DLN05, Fei85, GGG08, HSK02, OATO85, Swi10, WJ93]. Automatic
[ASW93, FM90, GSS7b, JLV08, KH98, MOP89, MSF07, Rot03, WLD7a, YP08, ZGC14]. Automatically
[QNT02, Shi83, SK91]. Automating
[Kru95]. Automation
[May83]. Automotive
[BFBK00, RBW05, SW07, Ste07]. Autonomy
[LJ15]. AutoPlant
[MD99f]. Autoscan
[BF8+98]. Availability
[SSOC01]. Available
[MD99f, MD99e]. Avatar
[MR+09]. Avatars
[SPS99]. Average
[GH86]. Averaging
[CP89]. avionics
[PG83]. AViSSS
[EM09]. Award
[Ano16e, WW95]. Awards
[Ano88a, Ano16c, Ano17a, Hay95b, Lea96a, Lea97d, Tau12c, Ano17w]. Aware
[Gas16, GD11, TSLX12, TCB03, dHPP10]. Awareness
[FGW00, LG204, PMR$^+$09, RDDS17, SV09]. away
[Sim94a]. Axis
[KPN05]. Axonometry
[Kri00]. B
[CP92, GS94, HN85, PT89, PT03, RSR83a, RSR83b, SQ16, TB02, Tui83a, YSSP91]. B-Spline
[HN85, PT89, RSR83a, RSR83b, SR55, SB86b, YSSP91]. B-Splines
[GS94, PT89, Tui83a, CP92]. Back
[Ano16f, Bi03c, Bi07c, Enc14a, Enc14b, FGR85, She05, Sin08d, GC91]. Back-To-Front
[FGR85]. Back-to-School
[Ano16f]. Backface
[BI93a]. Background
[Ano16f]. Backface
[BI93]. Background
[Ano16f, Bli93c, Bli97b, Enc14a, Enc14b, FGR85, She05, Sin08d, GC91]. Balancing
[Ano16f, Bli07c, Bli07c, Enc14a, Enc14b, FGR85, She05, Sin08d, GC91]. Bake-Off
[PLB$^+$01]. Bake
[PLB$^+$01]. Bake-Off
[PLB$^+$01]. Balancing
[Whi94b]. balls
[MG92]. Bands
[Sin01b]. Barcelona
[Cab89]. Barium
[SKS$^+$13]. Baroque
[Sim16c]. Barriers
[MRL13]. Base
[UMO82]. Baseball
[Go01, LOC$^+$16]. Based
[AWM10, AC12, AS11, Ano16-43, BN95, BSHW07, Ben99, BT17, BF93, BMS$^+$13, BKSS07, CFF01, CAP$^+$05, CM92, CMP95, CPN09, CW96, CS18, CKJC12, CCI95, De 89, DM02a, Deb02, DIS14, DBN16, DD04, ERH$^+$11, EJ98, FPNVH17, FJP02, FGR85, FPW$^+$00, GA07, GWW86, GSF08, GD13, GHQ04b, HdlRL$^+$13, HHO$^+$13, Her03, HZ13, HROIK16, HHJF06, HNC$^+$04, HH01, HLW13, HSK17, IOZ07, IWF97, VCR00, JKKM$^+$03, JC07, JOS11, KVM$^+$05, KS07, KB88, KPN05, KSD04, KKAM84, KMM$^+$01, LW94, LTA98, LMWC17, LD08, LGW$^+$12, LNZ04, LLZ13, MSWT14, MSRMH09, Mil08b, MOD00, Mor05, NTH02, NMR06, ...
Based [SL00, SSMH03, SOM+10, SSZP15, TLC02, TW88, TM88, TS13, TWB+07, UCK+04, Van10, VBIHS11, WO13, Wei85, YST84, YK95, YL11, ZGC14, ZIH+15, Coq87, DG99, FB93, Han00b, HJS00, HZB92, HBR+92b, HBR+92a, LK95a, PB87, RN94, SKK91, SZ94, Sug92, WS92].

Bases [Ken81, PSJ87].

Basics [BEW91].

Basketball [LTB16].

BAT [WJ88].

Battle [Kri03].

BattleBridge [SBSW96].

Bay [WLVL+96].

Bayou [Hay96a].

Be [Abo00c, Ano16x, JB02, Tac16, Sim96a].

Bead [TNTM07].

Beaming [SSO+12].

Beautiful [OF14, OC14, ODW15, OZH15, WO13].

Beauty [Cha99, Pru90, Sin07a, Sin15f].

Becomes [Sin11f].

Before [HS01].

Beginning [CMBZ00, Gol12].

Behavior [BKM16, DEN13, KSRF11, OKET12, PB06, SSB06, TSP+98, WZM+11, WAPW06, WGP97, AES93].

Behavioral [KSRF11].

Behaviors [NCQ+11].

Behind [Sin06f].

Being [DeF00, SN86].

Believability [BRD17].

Believing [Sin06f].

Bi [Hay96c, TCE+02].

Benchmark [LAM01].

Benchmarkings [MSC89].

Bending [KGG94].

Benefits [BBC+87, Lea96d].

Bert [Ano08b].

Bertin [ZK10].

Best [Dom12, Foli14, Sin12a].

Beta [BD05, Bar03, Gol86, GU86].

Beta-spline [Bar93, Gol86].

Beta2 [BD05].

Better [Ano16-37, Ano16-38, Ano17c, Bro15, DeFo00, De97, Shin03, Ano17b, Ano17s].

Between [KPTS89, Fra84a, Sin06f, SO95, Smi87, WFOP85, BK01, HH08, RAGS01, Rhy03, TYK01, YP08].

Beyond [EBN13, FZH+13, Han00a, Kra06, LS04a, Pac04, RWB+14, RR92, Sto08, Wea98a, WWV+10, ZK10, vD00, EBB800, RRR+14, WB14].

Bézier [ABB90, SF92, Pie87a].

Bibliography [MTT85b, MTT87a, NVC92, Bar81b].

Bibliometric [Ano14b, Ano14a].

Bicubic [PK87, PB87].

Bicycle [HS01].

Bidirectional [CPF06, RZSP04].

Big [Ano14-30, Ano16-28, Ano16-42, Ano16-40, Ano16-41, BvRS+11, CP13, HB16, KQIM13, LR14, RRR+14, RBD14, SP15].

Big-Data [KQIM13].

Bilevel [LS04a].

Binary [LJB+13, MPPK94, UO91].

Binary-Encoded [LJB+13, binary-swap [MPHP94].

Binaries [Sin94a].

Bing [Pen10].

Bins [SCH05].

Bio [LCG+02].

Biological [AJH+12, CCE+14, MGO14, WLC+12].

Biologial-Modeling [AJH+12].

Biologically [JL16].

Biomechanics [Fig02].

Biomedical [GM12, YBL+12].

Biometric [Sin94a].

Biometrics [Kro02].

Biopsy [NCQ+11].

Biosciences [ZP95].

Biplane [Ste94].

Bisections [EK99].

Bit [GBK89, SB86a, Zac84, WWC91, Bar97a].

Bit-Map [Zac84].

Bivariate [DMR83, RO86, WG95a, Rou87].

BKViz [LTB16].

Black [Lee99, ABB+02].

Black-Ink [Lee99].

Blackboard [ABB+93, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano93v, BB95, BHM95, CR95, CG94, Ger91, HM95, HSAK98, K0h90, KNK99, KMG95, KF94, MJM93, Mat96, MA98, MML97, PJF96, PM97, RBOV94, Sch99a, Sch91, SRRH95, Ste91, SBHM97, TC96, T97, Tre98, UVa95, VCR98, ZPA95, Zha96a, TSH96].

Blend [Sch93a].

Blender [BL14].

Blending [HT98, PPK05, SR95, Gol83c].

Blendshape [LD08].

Blendshapes [Li10].

Blinn [Bli92e, Bli92f, Bli87, Bli88d, Bli88e, Bli88c, ...]
Bli88b, Bli89c, Bli89d, Bli89b, Bli89a, Bli90b, Bli90c, Bli91b, Bli91a, Bli91c, Bli91d, Bli92c, Bli92a, Bli92d, Bli93c, Bli93b, Bli93d, Bli93a, Bli94b, Bli94c, Bli94d, Bli94a, Bli95a, Bli95b, Bli95d, Bli95e, Bli95c, Bli96a, Bli96c, Bli96b, BG96, Bli96d, Bli97b, Bli97a, Bli98a, Bli98f, Bli98c, Bli98d, Bli98b, Bli98c, Bli99b, Bli99a, Bli00a, Bli00c, Bli00b, Bli00d, Bli00e, Bli01a, Bli01b, Bli02a, Bli02b, Bli03e, Bli03a, Bli03b, Bli03c, Bli03d, Bli04a, Bli04b, Bli04c, Bli05b, Bli05d, Bli05a, Bli05c, Bli06c, Bli06d, Bli06a, Bli06b, Bli07a, Bli07b, Whi95d. Bliss [Sin11f]. Blitz [Sin07b]. Blocks [Mil07]. Blood [BGSC85, CM16, QCP + 10]. Blt [DFL87]. Blt-stones [DFL87]. Blue [Bre90]. Blur [HLCC08]. Board [Ano13c, MD99d, ECS + 15, Sto07, Tau10b, Tau11d]. Bodies [Bar95, MH04, Wil87b]. Body [Bad82, CLG + 16, CMSEM08, EBT98, KK02, PMR + 09, SHMN09, Wil82, ZGC14]. Boeing [Bee82, DSW07]. Bold [Hua11, Tur03]. Bone [CF93, MSB + 06]. Books [Har00]. Boolean [Arb90, PS86, YT84]. Boost [Ma07]. Booster [MD99f]. Booze [PSE + 09]. Border [TYK01]. Borrowed [Bre90]. Bosnia [Hay96d]. Botanical [AK84]. Both [Hag90c, Hay96a, Sin12a]. Bottleneck [PEMF92]. Bottom [MR99]. Boundaries [Sin01d]. Boundary [BW94, BDH + 89, KSY85, Pie87b, Woo85, Ala92, CR91, Mi93, NB94]. Bounded [KT96, PPK05, Pav85]. bounds [Cam91]. Box [FM82, LWM14, TCE + 02]. boxing [YSSP91]. Brain [Add95, DPL + 11, EHA + 14, Kan09, LGM13, LZF + 14, PT90, PP11, Sin12b, TA95, aCJB + 12]. Brain-Computer [LGM13]. Branching [RY06, Sin06a]. Brave [TH01]. Braving [Tur03]. BRDF [CPK06]. BRDF-Shop [CPK06]. BRDFs [RBK + 13]. Breaking [PEMF92]. Breathing [Jac15]. Bresenham [AM91, Wri90]. bridge [PABS86]. Bridging [PvW07, vW06]. Briefs [Bal97, FJ87, Mac97a, PJC88]. Bright [Bli00a]. Brightest [Fol14]. Brightness [Sto01, WWF00]. Bring [Sch07]. Bringing [LaV08, Lea96a, Lea97d, NF11, PTR + 98]. Brings [Hay96a, She05]. Broadcast [FEV + 01]. Broadening [Wat06]. Bronze [Mac97a]. Browsable [Hay96c]. Browser [JB97]. Browsers [LGZ04]. Browsing [BCI08, Whi96a]. Brush [CT04b]. Brushing [Sin04b]. BSP [GC91]. BTB [FGR85]. Bubbles [Gla00c, Gla00d]. BUCOLIC [Mei85]. Buddy [BG96]. Buffer [BB84, DW87, FM85, FPI84, GF86, HG86, OKM84, PEMF92, BFP86]. Buffering [RR86b]. bug [WP06]. Build [Del00b, Hill82]. BuilderPro [MD99f]. Building [AL11, Bak88, BRM + 02, Ear98, Enc15c, Fin08, FA85, HS00, HGT + 04, JOnH93, Kul09, LCC + 00, Nad09, Nea88, PB06, Rot03, SK13, She04, Sin04c, WZM + 11, Whi95b, YWR09, Sin95b]. Buildings [MMGG12, Pat12]. Bullet [WF02]. Bump [MB94]. Bunny [Cam17]. Bus [GL82]. Business [AR99, BHPS12, Bas14, FDC14, Gus83, Hop83, LWM14, Mac97a, MD99e, Mac00a, Shi83, SOS08, VG81, Wri97, Wri98, Mac91]. Butterfly [ABS + 05]. Buys [Hay95b]. Buzz [Sin12c].
FG88b, Rob88, WWC91, MD99f.

Color-Accurate [SPA+16a].
Color-Shaded [SW83]. Color-Space [NM08]. Colorful [OZH15]. Coloring [PP12].
Colorization [BP06, SSC+11]. Colors [Hag90a, Sin14d, Sto05, SFCD99].
ColorSketch [LBW+17]. Column [Her96]. Com [Bet00]. combat [Bro89].
Combination [Ano16d]. Combinatorial [Woo85]. Combined [VCR98]. Combining [BHS11, KSR13, LGM13, Lec17, OZH00, PNS03, WZM+11].
Combustion [WYG+12, YWG+10]. Comdex [Hay96d]. Comet [Ano94d]. Comic [JSH16]. Comics [BRCP17, SRL06].
Comings [Agr09]. Coming [Agr09]. Comments [Use93]. Committee [LRS09]. Communication [AD05, CNT+97, Lil81, Lok06, MGN+11, Neu94, RB00, TN10].
Comparison [Cro81, Eas90, HS87, LDD16, GG87]. Compatible [FM89a]. Compelling [SH03].
Competiton [JB97]. Complex [BQP+15, DAG95, JW16, KTA+02, KMS07, MTT91, PP12, Rho97a, SSW+07, Ste07, KS94, RN94]. Complexity [Voo89, Til81].
Components [HW82a, HH01, TW88]. Composers [FPJ04]. composing [Mak87].
Composite [SSH+98, KG9M]. Compositing [Bli94d, NINT89, QNT02, RGL+06, MPH94]. Composition [FK87].
Composting [Bli94a]. Comprehensive [VG84]. Compressed [Van10, SR93].
Compression [FM89b, KB92, Lea96d, WYM10, Har96]. Compressive [WLH+12]. Compromise [Whi95d]. Computation [End14, ECNZ15, GWH05, Hal99, MHC98, Sar82, Til81].
Computational [BKLZ17, BA13, CP13, CN03, DM02b, DS07b, EH16, Fig01b, Gai04, GW08, Hu83, Lev10, MD02e, RPB+14, UFK+89].
computations [Woo93]. Computed [NYMD90]. Computer [AKME+90, Ama87, AS11, Ang17, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano14s, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano15w, Ano15y, Ano15jx, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16-27, Ano16y, Ano16x, Ano16z, Ano16w, Ano17m, Ar14a, Ar14b, Atw84, BC87, BC05, Bar81b, Ber83, BHS11, BT00, BB82, BBDM98, Bli98c, BDM02, BBS09, Bre96a, BHS3, CF93, Car83, CM86, CR02a, CLC+96, CE83, DGT07, DP82, De 11, Del02, DiS14, Die85, DDG88, Ear98, EM07, Enc00, Enc06, ECS+15, Fer01, Fet82, FWC84, FAB+98, Fry83, FL81, Fyo97, Gar15, GB96a, Ggl86b, Gla96d, Gla03d, Gol83b, Gol00, Got82, GRW87, Gre84, GM87, HW82a, HH92a, Hay96d, HJO86, Hob81, HM85, HLC11, HN85, Hur82, JCM07, KSM85, Kas11c, Ker13, Kla89, Koc94, Kon12, Kri05, Kri06, Lav83, LML16, LGM13, LR90, LMP98].
Computer-aided
[BC87, BDM02, BH83, CF93, CLC+96, DP82, HLC11, Hur82, KSM85, Lic84, Myk88, NTS+07, Nie92, SM86, SG86a, Bar81b]. Computer-Animated [Gir87].


Computers [CWRF05, HHLL14, HS01, MGN+11, Tho84, de86]. Computing [Ano87, Bak88, BvDE+99, EK99, Gla01c, Gla01d, Gla01e, GP90, HJ03, Lee08, LS04a, LCC+96, Nie07, PTB+15, RMG16, SZP+00, Sto15, VBW94, YiC09, vL16, Ano15v, Ano16-29]. concept [WJ93]. Concepts [BFW99, Rou09, SCB04a]. Conceptual [JMOG99, LGK+06, LO94]. Concurrent [HDKS95]. Conditioned [Mac90].


Conquering [HWK+96]. Conservative [LW13]. Consider [Bli96a]. Consideration [Bli98e, Woo88]. Considerations [Cav87, RR95, Smi84a, BB95]. Considered [BT07]. Considers [Hay96d].


Constructions [BD90]. Constructive [Men94, RR86b, SWS91, WKS86, Cam91]. Contact [CS06, MH04]. Contamination [GDF+14]. Contemporary [RV82, Sin01a].


Continuum [DRHL+03]. Contour [SR85, Her86]. Contouring [DBV89]. Contraction [Bli01b]. Control [AMJ+08, AGL87, Ber83, CEMTT98, COK97, DLEF15, EDC96, EBN13, HPG08, JXW+08, KP11, LJ15, LS08, LLZ13, Mab82, MD00f, PMR+09, Pie87b, PT00, PBM+96, RDO+96, SPMK14, SKBF12, SKS+96b, Sin02d, VS07, Wil87a, WS90b, Zel82, BBP94, Coq87].

control-point-based [Coq87]. Controlled [IMS03, JDH+89]. Controller [AP11, BDJ86, DSKH95]. Controllers [TLT11, Jam87]. Controlling [YIK85].

Conversion
[GPR94, GG83, MKFN87, Pav85, Vos85].

Converting
[FM87, Rou87]. convexity
[FM87, Rou87]. convexity-preserving
[FM87, Rou87]. Conveying
[ABS16].

Cooking
[NOK+08]. Coons
[WW95].

Cooperation
[Koc94]. Coordinate
[Bli95b]. Coordinates
[Rie81, Bli91c].

Cope
[Del02, SP15]. coprocessor
[Shi86].

Copyright
[Whi95d]. Copyrights
[VP99].

Cords
[CS06]. Core
[Ano15-44, Enc14d, FS01, KH98, GS12].

Cornea
[SJ99]. Cornell
[Ano97]. Corner
[Bli92a, Bli92f, Bli88d, Bli88e, Bli89c, Bli89e, Bli89d, Bli89b, Bli89a, Bli90b, Bli90a, Bli90c, Bli91b, Bli91a, Bli91c, Bli91d, Bli92c, Bli92a, Bli92b, Bli93c, Bli93b, Bli93d, Bli93a+ Bli94b, Bli94c, Bli94d, Bli94a, Bli95a, Bli95b, Bli95d, Bli95e, Bli96c, Bli96b, Bli96d, Bli97b, Bli97a, Bli98a, Bli98f, Bli98e, Bli98c, Bli98d, Bli98b, Bli99c, Bli99b, Bli99a, Bli00a, Bli00c, Bli00b, Bli00d, Bli00e, Bli01a, Bli01b, Bli02a, Bli02b, Bli03c, Bli03a, Bli03b, Bli03d, Bli04a, Bli04b, Bli04c, Bli05b, Bli05d, Bli05a, Bli05c, Bli06c, Bli06d, Bli06a, Bli06b, Bli07a, Bli07b, HT98, vL16, Bli88c, Bli88b]. Corners
[BG96].

Corporate
[Mar84, Wri83]. Corpus
[EZM+97]. Correct
[CPK06]. Correction
[BN95, HBR+92b, PP95, Bli90c].

Correlation
[FAL+06]. Cortex
[SMWS88].

Cortical
[SM86, ZTT99]. Cosmic
[Sin06a, GR94, Sin93b]. Cosmological
[HH98, SBD+17]. Cost
[PCJ+16, YST84].

Costs
[Neu94]. Could
[Whi95d].

Countering
[CAG+06]. Countries
[ND+16, RMG16]. counts
[DH91].

Coupled
[PIBV11, WLVL+96]. Coupling
[End14, ECNZ15, YK95]. Course
[Dom12, EE12, Gre84, Moh85]. Courses
[AKJ15, Ker13, ODE+13, SDS+11, YY16, Zhou12]. Court
[Hay96a, Whi95d].

Covariant
[Bli06c]. Coven
[TSF+98].

Cover
[CH95, GMTF89, LF87, Vos85, WKS86].

CSpray [PW97]. Csuri [SCN90]. CT [FY85, RGA+83, Wal91, ZCBM14].

CT-Aided [RGA+83]. Cube [Lea96d].

Cuberille [CHRU85]. Cubic [Bli89a, Bli99b, Bli00b, Bli06c, Bli06a, Bli06b, Bli07a, Bli07b, FPW+00, Sed08b, Bli89c, CP92, Sed90a].

Cubic-Mouse-Based [FPW+00]. Cubism [Gla04e, Gla04f].

Culling [AM04, CIF99, Bli93a]. Cultivating [SH06].

CultLab3D [Sin14a]. Cultural [Arn14a, Arn14b, BT00, Mar07, Sin14a, SPM10, ZED+09]. Cultural-Heritage [SPM10]. Culture [Rus11, Cra94].

Cuneiform [AL02]. Curing [BRL+17].

Current [RV83]. Curriculum [ZD98].

Curvature [BW94, FS89, KS01, TF97].

Curvature-Continuous [BW94]. Curvature-Dependent [KS01]. Curve [BD85, CS06, ELK97, Jos11, Tl83a, Bli89a, FB93, GD93]. Curve-Based [Jos11].

Curved [ADBW96, Wee02, Wei85, GG92].

Curved-Surface [Wei85]. Curves [BD89, BD90, Bar93, Bli99b, Bli99a, Bli00b, Cha88, FS89, GP90, LMZ11, PQC+12, Pie87a, PS88, RV10, SF92, Tau94, TF97, WN82, Bli89c, Hof93].


Cutouts [SC12]. Cutting [BTM17, JK09].

Cyberhuman [Fig02].

Cyberinfrastructure [JL+10].


Cybersickness [WW95].

Cyberspace [CZ89, Pot98, Whi96b, Kri03].


D [Abo99a, FY85, Hay95b, MD99f, MD99e, MDF00, MKFN87, PKJ+07, SD99, AP11, ASW93, AP10, ANo15-33, AA09, BRL+17, BC87, Bal98c, BBF+98, BSC85, Bar84, Ben99, BIH16, BAI13, Bl88c, BI03e, BFB+98, BCF+08, BTT+13, BKSS07, Bux05, CD12, CCG+04, CP0808, Cam17, CCV85, CCF97, CRB+02, CBB+14, CT09, CE83, COK97, CMO+99, DB03, De99b, DGA+97, DNS+15, Die00, DY09, DYL+92, EHPB04, Enc14a, FZY84, FSK07, FD03, FB09, FHKH06, FZ03, FPT+82, FP84, FT100, GWF98, Ger91, Gir87, GBT+02, GKB+98, HDL+13, HWY16, Han01, HGM17, HF07, Hay95b, HUB3, HJF06, HLE04, IKMF12, IKe84, IG98, JAC+08, KNO7, KKO2, KS07, KTA+02, KB88, KP14, KSR13, K012, KZC+11, K09, KPI17, KDMH17, LAV08, LFV+97, Law99, Lea96a, Lea96d, LJB+13, LY02, LSQ+12, LSFW83].

D-Printing [RBK+13]. D-Rendering [THB+90].

D-Shape [KS07]. D. [MD99f, MKFN87].

Damage [RDO+96, VS07]. Dance [CZRF05, Ebe05]. Dark [Hag90a, SBD+17].

Dark-Matter [SBD+17]. Dart [ADB86].

Dashboard [LOC+16]. Dashboards
Data [ABM+01, Ahr15, AGBCO9, AOH+14, Ano14-30, Ano16-42, Ano16-40, Ano16-41, BMC84, BRCP17, BS16, BHA+13, BHP07, CCG+04, CVC85, CCE+14, CEH+09, CLms15, CP13, CP92, Chr83, CE98, CPG+16, CCV02, DB03, De 89, DKS+05, DSW07, DP00, DCLK03, FPNVHH17, FM89b, FTAT00, Gai04, GV81, GDF+14, GB16, GM12, Gr03, HS87, Hed84, HKW99, HB16, HF06, HNC+04, HHKK17, HLE04, IHH+13, ILC10, ITS06, JSH16, VCR00, Jar83, JJB+10, KBHP14, KPSN04, KQM13, Ken81, Kla89, KSR03, KMM+01, Kos15, KNK99, Kro04, KPT89, KÇ+01, LOC+16, LRIC15, Lev88, Lev90, LD08, LK82, LRS12, LFK05, Ma00, Ma01, MP01, MRL13, MGO14, MD99e, MD00, MRH+09, MUN+10, Max90, MUr93, NE93, NB04, NFMD90, Nie93b, OK09, Ozt15, PSJ87, PJC88, Pie87b, Pie97a, QC15, RX09, RFK+13]. Data [Rei17, RD90, Ric15, Rie93, RMDT96, Ros89a, RC15, Rot03, RPM17, RM95, RBD14, SC89, SBD+17, SSB06, Sen99, SP15, Sin17a, SH97, Ste07, TMWJK04, UMO82, Use98, WYM10, War04, Wei85, WBS+05, WFO85, Wix83, WL88, Won99, WLF+00, Woo85, YKFT84, YIK85, YNF+92, YMS01, YCF15, Zha96a, ZCBM14, Zh12, Ala92, BBPF94, Bov93, LH92, MT91, NB94, NFH01, NBG+94, PFI95, Pie87c, RBR+93, Rob88, Rob91, RN94, RHC95, SSG95, SW88, Sch98b, Tre95, Wai91, RMDT96]. Data-Base [UMO82]. Data-Compression [FM89b]. Data-Dependent [YMS01]. Data-Driven [GB16, Ric15, RPM17]. Database [AL11, DR83, FDG12, KKK9, KKAM84, Lea96a, WTR11]. Databases [Cat96, RLB99, SK+12]. DataCad [MD99f]. Dataflow [Dye90]. Datasets [BBT+13, DMAS17, SB16]. David [CCG+04, CF16, Die90]. Day [De00b, Kop03, Whi95d]. DCT [Bli93d]. Deadline [Ano15c]. deal [Bli93d]. Dealing [Mac90]. Debriefing [GA97]. Debug [Lar10]. Debugging [CR02b]. Decade [Die85, Ear98, LLG+07, Pot04, Rh91]. Decades [Mac94]. Decay [MMGG12]. Decency [Hay96a]. Decide [Whi95d]. Decimation [RO96]. Decision [CG85, FAZH17, MGP+04, RA93, VS07, Den93]. Decision-Support [FAZH17]. Deck [PPKM15, ZPA95]. Declarative [KRS03, LJB+13, NMR06]. Declarative- [LJB+13]. Deco [Iga11]. Decomposition [CCV85]. Deconstructed [Car16]. Deconstruction [Add95, Sin13a]. Decorations [Iga11]. Decoupled [LLZ13]. Decriminalizing [Sim94b]. Dedicated [SWDR16]. Deep [KKV+02]. Defective [MG88b]. Defense [CMZ01, DGTK07, ML16, ZHM+03]. Defined [Cha88, HW90, Mil07, Pw07, Roc87]. Defining [Bkt82, CZGR09, Bkt82]. Defocus [JAPF07]. Deformable [CEO+93, JK90, LMA+17, MH04, SPMK14, SKP09, TW88, Whi04]. Deformation [CD12, KL12, KY97, YCB05]. Deformations [MW94]. degenerated [Her86]. Degree [FM82]. Delaunay [Use93, FP93, FP95, Sug92]. Delivers [MD99f]. Delta [HDKS95]. Delta3D [DMJ05]. demise [Cra91]. Democratizing [DL15]. Demonstration [MD99e, Mye87]. Demystifying [Cha09, Pan15]. Dense [AFYC03, CPCS08]. Density [SWdWw12, LGDR86]. Department [FL12, Fry83, Tau11c, Tau12c, Tau12d]. Departments [Pot12, Tau10c]. Dependent [DAG95, KIN+05, KS01, NR03, STW+08, YMS01]. Depicting [ND05]. Depiction [AD05]. Deploying [JKKM+03]. Depolarization [Pal85]. Depression [Bli96c]. Depth [BB84, CR15, DNBC16, FPI84, HLCC08, HNC+04, OKM84, Prd07, RTF+05, Rok96, RR86b, WKB11, SM91]. Depth-Buffer [OKM84]. Depth-Buffering
[RR86b]. Depth-of-Field [HLCC08, Rok96].
Derivative [TLT11]. Derive
[Gla89, MML+15]. Deriving
[GOl03, Hs04, SCFD99, ZO05].
Desaparecidos [Han00b]. Description
[Bar84, De 89, VG84, Wil87c, SWS91].
Descriptive [Her86]. Descriptors [SP04a].
Deserve [Ano15l]. Design
[AXP07, Bar15, BQP+15, DFQ12, BKLZ17,
BF93, BA13, BDM02, Bol94, BA85, BH11,
BG82, BWHR99, BFBK00, CLG+16, CM92,
CRB+02, CP99, CK85b, CW09, DP82,
DEN13, Die11, DAG95, ESS82, GHS99,
Gir87, Gla02c, Glao2d, GRWN87, HS04,
Hei94, HMRS06, HLC11, Hur82, Iga11,
IM14, JJW+99, JCM07, KS07, KSM85,
Koc94, Koz10, LMWC17, LD97, Lic84,
LMZ11, MD99f, Mar83, Mar84, May83,
Mii03, MOD00, MCP+06, Nie92, NZB00,
OKKP13, Ovi03, PNPS03, Paq96, PRN15,
PS09, Prb84a, RR84, RDO+06, SPJ99.
Sad16, SFD16, Saw83, SR13, SR16, SG86a,
SIB9, SB81, SRF+06, Sin02c, Sin04a, Sin16d,
Smi84a, SML+09, TM88, Tho84, Til83b,
Tre99, WTL15, Wat06, Wli84, XY01,
Bar83, Bar81b, FJ87, KGM95, McG93, MF89,
Nie86, Sim93b, Sim94c, WJ93, MD99d].
Design-to-Fabricate [SR13]. Designed
[Sin03a]. Designer [Go12]. Designing
[AY16, BEW+98, DKs+05, FT16, Go12,
II10, KKV15, Kin84, Ku09, MB98, Mar82,
MG14, MIEL00, PARV05, SS01, Wan10,
WLI+09, YSS+16, SRS91]. Designs [SK02].
Desks [AMJ+08]. Desktop
[ADB12, CBD+93, DDG88, GP93b,
LPEPM11, MD99f, RBP+14, Sin93a].
Despite [Lea96c, ZKI0]. Detail
[LZS04, RGW05]. Detailed
[EHP04, Fin08]. Detecting
[JDH+89, SSZP15, TMWJK04]. Detection
[EWF02, FUF06, GASF94, ITSK06, KH98,
RGL+06, ZHZ+15]. Determinant [YT85].
Determination [WS90a]. Determine
[Fre84]. Determining [FM82].

Deterministic [MD95b]. Detour [Add95].
Develop [Hay96c]. Developer
[IFH+03, Lue01]. Developers [ZTJ+07].
Developing [CPC99, Hay96f, LZF+14,
Nav04, NDS+16, RMG16, Rei91].
Development [CG85, Die11, Hay97,
KIQ+06, LK08, MN97, MD00f, Moh85,
Oia82, SADC02, SHM09, Wil86, PAp96].
Developments
[GN83, HILW98, Laz87, Ped01, WHC94].
Develops [Hay95b]. Device
[BSA+04, MD00f, Mor05, PFA86, SB16,
SQG+05, War81b, War81a, Kor87].
Device-Independent [War81b]. Devices
[CG93, DL15, DD04, FHKH06, HPG08,
HB+07, KK02, LS08, NCO03, PARV05,
WV+10, WSKY99, YIK85]. DEVISE
[RXB09]. Diagnostic [CDBL83, WH99].
diagramatic [FSB82a]. Diagrammatic
[FSB82b]. Diagrams [Bl01a, Bl03c, Cho95,
ITW01, LBD+92, PwV07, TO3]. DIAL
[FSB82b, FSB82a]. Dialogue
[BKTH82, BK182]. Dichromats [RGW05].
DICOMED [Hue83]. Didn’t [Del00b].
Difference [HH08, Rho03]. Different
[Bli99a, Bli00b, Kos15, Bl989]. Differential
[LGMT17, SM86]. Differentiating
[REF+06]. Diffusion
[PQC+12, ZGP+13, CR95]. Digesting
[Wg99b]. Digital
[ARL+10, ATS+03, Ano16a, AB14a, BE11,
BRM+02, BFW09, CFF01, Cha98a, CG84,
DL15, Ear01, Enc16a, Gla02a, Gla06e,
Gla00f, Gla03a, Gla03b, Gla04e, Gla04f,
Gol12, HUS3, IM11, Lea97a, Lea97c, LS84,
Mac97a, MD99f, MD99d, MD00f, Mar07,
MRD06, MTC07, Nac84, Nie07, PML06,
Pen01, PB10, Sun01, Sch08a, Sch08b, SC06,
Sin02a, Sin05a, Sin08d, Sin99a, Sin10b,
Sin12d, Sin15b, Sin16c, Swe01, TK03,
Tur02b, VP99, Wea99a, WGI15, WH99,
Yan01, Zha96b, Bar00c, ARL+10, PCZ+09].
Digital-Content [IM11]. Digital-Image
[Bli96d, Hay96d, Bli91b, Bli91c, Bli91d, Bli92c, Bli93b, downers [Bli92a, Bli92b].

DPFrag [TS13], dPV [AM04], Drafting [YST84], Drag [DiS14], Drag-and-Drop [DiS14], Drama [FEV01, NMRI06].

Draping [EWS96], Draw [Whi99, Bli95a, Bli95b, Bli95e, SRS91].

Draming [EWS96].

Draw [Whi99, Bli95a, Bli95b, Bli95e, SRS91].

Drawings [HE82, KSM85, WW07, YWR09].

Drawn [MIA08].

Draws [Hay96d].

Dream [Hay95b, Sin06e, MR99].

Dreams [Die00, Sin13b, TYK01].

Dreamweaver [MD99f].

Dressing [Sin09b].

Driven [ALD06, GB16, GHQ04a, HFZ13, NTS07, PD09, Ric15, RPM17, SBRCD17, SOSG08, SK05, WYM10, WD15a].

Driving [AP10, CKP96, PSE09].

Drop [DiS14].

Drops [SKN15].

Dual [TLS14].

Duck [Gla02b].

Dukane [MD99f, MD99d].

during [KLR12, PB06, TN10].

Dust [HW95].

dv [MD99f].

dv/MockUp [MD99f].

Dynamic [AM04, ACL12, Bac16, BN95, BPPB09, CR15, CdHM97, CWL10, Dai89, DGG88, EBG10, FM08, GSG90, HLB10, JLW08, KN07, KK02, LFOI15, LX04, Rho02, RBE08, SPMK14, SMBM86, TS13, Whi94b, Whi87b, XPH05].

Dynamical [OZH15, WGP97].

Dynamically [BMH98, CMBZ00, Mi12].

Dynamics [Ano94g, Bar97b, BTM17, CIIF99, Gai04, KDH95a, KB96, MCP06, ND05, Sin07c, SBS10].

E-Books [Har00].

E-mail [MD99d].

Early [BQP15, Fer01, Joe13].

Early-Phase [BQP15].

Earth [GS87a, JMOG99, Woor94].

Earthquake [CCC07].

Easter [Bli88a].

Easy [MD99f].

EasyToy [LMZ11].

Ebb [DiL04].

Eco [Bar15].

Eco-Feedback [Bar15].

Economist [Wil84].

Ecosystem [BHPS12, Bas14].

Edge [CCM15, Gas16, Wei85, Mi93].

Edge-Aware [Gas16].

Edge-Based [CCM15, Wei85].

Edges [RTF05].

edging [HBBW95].

Editable [LMZ11, CR91].

Editing [DBV89, GHQ04a, GHQ04b, LD08, MD09f, MTC07, NM08, NF91, Ols86, Pat12, VBHS11, GS12].

Editor [Ano93t, Coo02a, EFD05, I10, Iga11, KZC11, Lev00, Tau10a, Tau13a, WMG00, Ano94j, Bre96a, Bre97, CR02a, Ear01, Eng97, GP91a, Her96, KNR93, Ma01, Ma06, MBB95, Mun02, Myk88, Nie93a, Par98, Rho03, Rho97b, RSZ96, Sta91b, Sto99, Tau13b, Tho01, Tho02a, TR94, Won99, vL06].

Editor-in-Chief [Ano94j, Her96, Tho02a].

Editorial [ECS15, Sto07, WB14, Tau10b, Tau11d].

Editors [Tau12c, Dev99a, TF01, AD05, AS10, AR99, BO09, BC05, BES09, BS16, BDM02, BEG92, BNP99, CH10, CCR10, CES07, DM02a, DS07b, Ear97, EMTTT89, ED93, EH03, FT00a, FSK07, FM03, FDC14, FL00, GE97a, GE98, GW98, GHR01, GH97, GP93b, HJ03, Hay96f, IZ07, JB02, KM00, KMS07, KF05, LC03, LS04b, LOB08, LR14, MP99, ML05, MT94, MEW98, Nie92, PP98, PB10, PG09, RR96, RMD06, RR03, RA93, RS99, RBF95, RBT98, SB06, SC06, Sto15, SP04b, SBE95, TC15, WB00a, YCKF15, vHV99, vWNS10].

Edits [MD99f].

Educating [ZTJ07].

Education [Ano16c, Ano17a, BC05, CNC05, CPV17, Dev99a, Dev99b, Dom00, DJP08, HSHS55, Joe13, JMC02, JLMV06, RME14, Ric85, RR86a, RDDY07, SG11, Tak05, Whi97, Rho96, Tau11d].

Educational [CLP14, CLP15, DiS14, GWF98, WMB85, vD05].

EE [Bal97].

EE/CS [Bal97].

Effect [Sin09d].

Effective [DJP08, Gus83, HE02, Mur84a, RB00, SES05, McC83, Rob88].

Effectively [Mac99a].

Effectiveness [GWA84].

Effects [ABS16, BHPB12, HLCC08, HG13, LX04, MD00f, MTT86, Rok96, She06, Sni84b, WTL15, WP87, NINT89].

Efficient
[CLDW16]. Equation [Bli05a, Bli06c, Bli06d, Bli06a, Bli06b, Bli07a, Bli07b].

Equations [Mac90, Man94]. Equivalent [BD89]. Era [BT00]. Ergonomic [CLG16].

Ergonomics [Mye84b]. Error [KT96, Lev00, Sin04e, Bli94c]. Errors [JDH90, JS03]. Escher [Sin02f].

Essentials [Lar11], esthetics [Hag91b].

Estimated [HNC04], Estimating [PWH94, TT00, ZGP13]. Estimation [DNBC16, GDY11, SB02, UF11]. ETOMs [WW95]. Euclidean [FD03]. Euler [MSB82, Wil85].

Europe [Enc00, Hay95b]. European [EGR94, Enc06, RMM91].

EVAC [PBM96]. Evacuation [CTJ17, MJ08, PB06, She82, WZM11]. evacuations [Sim95e]. evaluate [Bro89].

Evaluating [AJK15, CTJ17, DB16, KTA02, Liv05, MHR09, MSC89, OKKP13, PGS08, RMP16, ST09, TM05].

Evaluation [Ano84, Bar84, BDH89, BEK03, BH84, GHS99, GWA84, LTD16, LCG83, MSB06, NB93, OKS17, PGS09, SFD16, SM84, SM04, SKK90, Mil93, NB94].


Everywhere [BGD99, BB13], evidence [Sim93d].

Evolution [Bak88, BEK03, DD84, Hag91b, Hue83, MTT85c, PBV16, Sin07d, Sim96c].

Evolutionary [CMT10, MG93, Wor96a].

Evolving [VMJ99]. ex [MM89, Mus90a].

Exact [AH95]. Example [FJP02, KS14, Smi87, WC11, OD88].

Example-Based [FJP02]. Exascale [Ahr15]. Excavated [ZS99]. Excellence [Hay95b, Lea96a, Lea97d]. Exchange [RXB09, SH97]. Execution [PB85].

Executive [VG81], Exercise [WD15b].

Exercises [WD15c]. Exergaming [SHMN09]. Exhibit [AWB97, Hay95b].

Exhibition [IS95]. Exhibitions [HdlRL13]. Exhibits [Gel06]. Existing [DB16]. Exotic [SPW84]. Expanding [JLS15, Kes13, KGB14, MFL08, TLCC17].

Experience [CLP15, KPL17, RCB05, Sin16f, YSS+16].

Experiences [DSRH03, Enc16a, HT04, Sim87].

Experienced [Ano89g]. Experiment [Fei85, Use98]. Experimental [Lev10, SSB06], Experiments [BW94, Enc15c, TSF98, War88], Expert [Hay97, MSW10, TM05]. Experts [Ano15-44], Explaining [TH01].

Explanations [Fei85], explodes [Ano94d].

Exploiting [GAW86, GP89, MZP95].

Exploration [AGBC09, Bac16, BBT13, GN83, HBW14, HB16, I15, JKKM03, KK94, LOC16, RRR16, SVW09, Sin13d, TH17, UCK04, YLL10].

Explorations [BMC04]. Exploratory [FDK12, PS09, SKW12, SGEF12].

Exploring [BHAA13, DSW07, Hag90b, JAPF07, Kro02, Lea96b, Ma00, MG04, Mun98, Pru90, PG93, Rho02, RMD06, Rhy11, RSDP01, Sin13d, TH17, UCK04, YLL10].

Exposition [Lev00]. Express [LM10].

Expression [LSQ12, Sim08, WKM04].

Expressions [Bli00d, EG98]. Expressive [CT04b, Dev13, LM10, LS95]. Extended [OKM84, Chi87]. Extending [CS15c, CCF97, Tli83b], Extends [Sim96c].

Extensible [CMB00, LS08, MTF85, MRD06].

Extension [DJP08, PM86].

Extensions [Pic92]. Extra [Ano98], Ano98h, Ano98i].

Extracting [Lar11, LYO02, LSX01, PXX13, Rie93, ZTT99]. Extraction [LF87, LLR09].

Extraterrestrial [Pic95]. Extreme [CPA94, Ma09, WSP12, WJS12].

Extreme-Scale [WSP12, WJS12].

ExVis [Use98]. Eye [DLN05, KW15, MKL97, Whi95a, HKW99]. Eyeglasses [ZGL17]. Eyes
Fabricate [SR13]. Fabricating
[BRL+17, TMB+13, Wan10]. Fabrication
[BKLZ17, BA13, IO07, KGM95].

FabSquare [BRL+17]. Facades
[Fin08, FZH+13]. Face
[CD12, Gla04a, HML83, Mar82]. Faces
[Bee15, PB10, TMB+13, Sim94a]. Facial
[EG98, LD08, LY02, LSQ+12, Par82, RP95,
RPM17, SBS10, TBP01, VPB+91, ASW93].

Facial-Expression [LSQ+12]. Facilitate
[CLG+16]. Facilitating [RWB+14].

Facilities [FKKB05]. Facing [SPL99].

Factor [EJ98, LLL+13]. Factor-Based
[EFK98]. Factored [WSS04]. Factors
[Atw84, Bo94, FWC84, Gre84, Liv05, Sim84a,
SD83].

Factory [SBUC15]. Fail [LMWC17].

Fail-Safe [LMWC17]. Fairness [FS89].

Fake [SK13, Ble88d]. Faking [Bar97b].

Fame [Wec98b]. Famous [MD99f]. Fan
[FM89b]. Fang [Use93]. Fantastic
[Abo00b]. Fantasy [Cha97a, Pac04].

Farewell [Bar05, Ble94b, Tau12a]. Fast
[Ash03, EWS96, Gla84, GPR94, HHKK17,
HJCW06, IKSZ03, Kan99, KSS10, LGS+12,
LGW+12, LJB+13, MD99e, PQC+12, RKKJ99,
Rob87, SW38, SK97, Sin10f, UO91,
Web08, WW95, GF87b]. Faster
[Del07, Del99a, FM99b, FB81, KS97, Gre91a].

Fatal [HMRS06]. Favor [Lea96a]. Fear
[HKW+96]. Feasibility [PKS7]. Feature
[CM92, HR98, LF84, LTS+13, LRL99, MD00f,
Mar83, SW85, SSC+11, WBS+05, Won08].
Feature-Based [CM92]. Features
[GZ88, JS10, KTD10, KL12, KHP12,
LF87, Sch17, WMG97, SG90]. Feedback
[Bar15, COM15, HHH95, SK05]. feels
[Wor94]. Femoral [GRNN87]. Fernbach
[Ano17w]. Fiber [Lea96c]. Fiction
[Ano98g, NMR06]. Fidelity
[ABR+12, Bee15, MH04, NK14]. FIDS
[Kan88]. Field [Alo10d, Bas14, CR15,
CMB94, FPH+06, FTAT00, GKO5, HLCC08,
Rok96, Sch00, SWD+98, WHL+12, Wri83,
YM95, HH91, HPvW94, PT92]. Fields
[Bal97, DBV89, FUF06, IL83, JXW+08,
KVM+05, KHP12, STW+08, Toy02, UIL+06,
DH93, EW96, MJM93]. FieldVis [FOI+07].

Fieldwork [PVV+03]. Fighter [Gha12].

Figurative [CM16]. Figure [AGL87,
BMW87, BWP+16, HE82, WH97, Zel82].

Figures [CBD+93, Fet82, Mac90].

Figurines [TM+13]. Filaments
[MWW+15]. Files [HDKS95, WH99, Ano98a].

Fil [Gla01b, Her86]. filling [Sch93a].
Film [Bux05, FH84b, KB14, MTT87b, Mor98].

Filter [GH86]. Filtering
[Gas16, JBBL02, LR90, Sin14c]. Filters
[BSP97, CRC+02, Sin05b]. Final
[Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano96j]. Fine
[MD00f]. Find [Del99a, MG92]. Finding
[Cha99, GCS+12, Hov00, NB04, War04].

Fine [MWY+15]. Finger [PBHV15].

Fingerprint [Han00b, PSX13, Sim94b].

Fingerprint-based [Han00b]. Fingertip
[OSK02]. Fingertips [Sim95c]. Finite
[EDC96, OATO85, SSB06, TCH+96,
UTM11, YS83]. Finite-Element
[EDC96, SSB06]. Fire
[Abo98a, FMMS03, RCH95]. Firefighters
[TSK97]. fireworks [LTSE92]. First
[BEH+82, Die85, Han00a, Han14, Hee99,
HLCC08, Koz12, PRN15, BHK91].

First-Generation [Hee99]. First-Person
[HLCC08]. Firsts [Sin12f]. Fit
[Ano16-37, Ano16-38, VCSB97, Ano17s].

Fitting [ADB96, BMS05, BW94]. Five
[Hib04]. Flag [GA97]. Flames [Dio97]. Flat
[Bal97, Lea96d, MD99f, Zuc84, Kan88].

Flat-Panel [MD99f, Kan88]. Flatbed
[Sch00]. Flatland [MD99f]. Flattening
[SM86]. FlatWorld [PNP03]. Flaws
[HMRS06, TMWK04]. Flexibility [Sin5d].

Flexible [BFB+98, CPCS08, DD04, EWS96,
EDC96, KB14, LSQ+12, PBR+14]. Flight
BSHB01, CWZ99, CMZ01, Enc14b, ECS+15, FE97, Har00, Kas00, May83, O’S11, OJ14, Per16, PBSB08, RV07, Ros00b, SB03a, TYK01, WFR+00, Whi95d, Ano14p, Wil91.

Fuzzy [CMT+10, FS86, Lea96e, Zha96b].

Gait [van96]. Gaits [AP11]. Galant [Sta17]. Galleries [Gel06]. Gallery [Sin11c, Swe01].

Gait [van96]. Gaits [AP11]. Galant [Sta17]. Galleries [Gel06]. Gallery [Sin11c, Swe01].

Game [Abo99a, BEW+98, Bli99a, CMT+10, DM05, DB16, Del00c, DEN13, Die11, ENDAD13, EH16, KIQ+06, LC16, MJC08, NOK+08, RRV+15, SOM+10, ZTJ+07].

Gameplay [QCP+10]. Gameplayers [DY09]. Games [BES09, BLH+08, CZP+10, Got09, Hay96e, IKSZ03, SKUT+10, LaV08, Saw08, Sch08b, Wea98a, ZED+09].

Gaming [KPL17]. Gamut [NM08, SPA+16a].


Gaussian [LJR96]. Gaze [JSH16, LM10].

Gears [Sin01b]. Gen [BLH+08].

Genealogy [Sin16a]. General [Ber86, Bli06c, GKB89, KHP+11, KKGH90, RR85]. General-Purpose [GKB89].

Generalization [HB06]. Generalized [Gol84, HF07, RO96, ROC87]. Generated [Gla96b, HM85, JCM07, MIA+08, PF83, Yan85, WFG92]. Generates [MD99e].

Generating [AH95, BS84, GD13, IP92, IMS03, KB82, LBW+17, MHR+09, MSH+08, Pic95, Rok96, SR85, SRL06, SM95, Shi83, YW90].

Generation [AK84, Eng97, HB84, Hee99, HBBG95, ILC10, JLMW08, KSY85, Ler82, Ma07, MOP89, RY06, RO86, RB08, Rot03, Sch81, WEWL00, YS83, ZTJ+07, vD05, GFB87, Jam87, Ols86, WS92, Whi87, WR89].

Generative [CM11, Hei94, Shi17].

Generator [Abo98b]. Generic [Ker91, KSRS13]. Genomics [LZF+14].

Genre [BRCP17]. Geographic [JE98, MC85]. Geographical [Kub84].

Geologic [KT10]. GEOMAP [Kim84].

GEOMAP-III [Kim84]. Geometric [AEP96, BD89, BD90, BH84, CS06, DM02b, DR83, Elb05, Gla92, GGG08, GMTF89, Gol00, Hei94, KHP12, KPTS89, Lee08, MD02e, MGO+16, MK84, Nie92, Ozt15, RSDP01, Ros89b, SG86a, Tak85, Tnu12b, UTM11, WW86, Wil85, Bar81b, Car87, FH85, GJ93, GU86, GBCK93, KA87, Til81]. geometric-modeling [Kal87].

Geometrically [BD90]. Geometry [Bec15, Ben99, Bli05c, Can17, FD03, FWSN86, GTHL99, MiI99a, MiI99b, RR86b, SW83, SR16, SM86, SG86a, WKS86, Cam91, GG92]. Geometry-Based [Ben99].

Geophysical [GDF+14]. Geoscience [JLMV06]. Geoscientists [FPH+06].

Geospatial [DAM17, HJF06, Jon07, KPSN04, MRR+06]. GeoTime [PCH+07].

Geovisualization [Kra06, MGP+04, RMD06]. GeoWall [JLMV06]. Gestalt [RC15]. Gestural [KDMH17, RLOW13, Mak87]. Gesture [BPPB14, OSK02]. Gestures [CPAV+17].

Get [Abo99a, Ano15g]. Getting [Fol00, Gl02c, Gro06, Par98]. Ghost [Bli98a, ILC10]. Gigapixel [BE11, PPKM15]. GII [DB96, GB96b].

Girls [Wea98a]. GIS [Wor94]. give [Sin94a]. Given [FM82]. GKS [BEH82, BDDH95, GK86, MN84, PM86, Sch86, Spi86]. GKS-3D [PM86]. GKS-94 [BDDH95]. Glance [BFH02]. Glasses [DB05, Hay95b]. Glassner [BG96, Gl02a, Gla96a, Gla96b, Gla96c, Gla96d, Gla96e, Gla97a, Gla97b, Gla97c, Gla97d, Gla97e, Gla97f, Gla97g, Gla98a, Gla98b, Gla98c, Gla98d, Gla99a, Gla99b, Gla99c, Gla99d, Gla99e, Gla99f, Gla99g, Gl00a, Gl00b, Gl00c, Gl00d, Gl00e, Gl00f, Gl00g, Gl00h, Gl00i, Gl00j, Gl00k, Gl00l, Gl00m, Gl00n, Gl00o, Gl00p, Gl00q, Gl00r, Gl00s, Gl00t, Gl00u, Gl00v, Gl00w, Gl00x, Gl00y, Gl00z].
Gla00f, Gla00b, Gla00c, Gla00d, Gla01b, Gla01f, Gla01a, Gla01c, Gla01d, Gla01e, Gla02e, Gla02d, Gla02f, Gla02b, Gla02c, Gla03a, Gla03b, Gla03c, Gla03d, Gla04a, Gla04b, Gla04f, Gla04c, Gla04d, Gla05a, Gla05b. **Global** [GB96a, JLI+10, MYK+08, MED+93, Sim96c, ZCBM14]. **Glove** [MGO+16, SZ94]. **Glove-based** [SZ94]. **Glyph** [LMWC17]. **Glyphs** [CE98]. **GMSOLID** [BG82, Sar82]. **Go** [Hay96a, Mac97a, Ano14-39, Ano15-43, MD99e]. **Goal** [KB82, Lea96a, Mas98, MOD00, NLvLM09]. **Goal-Based** [MOD00]. **Goal-Directed** [KB82, NLvLM09]. **Going** [Gla97a]. **Goings** [Tau11b]. **Golf** [LY92]. **Goodbye** [ST10]. **Goodsell** [CF16]. **Google** [Jon07, Zhu12]. **Gorilla** [AWB+97]. **Government** [Hay95b]. **GPS** [Sch07, SAHK13]. **GPU** [Bai09, Bai11, Bai13, IO07, JCM07, RNNTD14, RBE08, SWS07]. **GPU-Accelerated** [RNNTD14]. **GPU-Based** [JCM07, RBE08, SWS07]. **GRAAL** [JAC+08]. **Grabbing** [KP14]. **Graceful** [Alp93]. **Gradient** [ZGP+13]. **gradients** [KGM95]. **Grading** [AJK15]. **Graduate** [EE12]. **Graduates** [NK94]. **Grain** [Sin11a]. **Grand** [CF98, FKK+10, vL16]. **Grandpa** [Bli92c]. **Graph** [DFM+02, IK15, OKS+17, Pot12, RBD14, SR16, SZMJ12, SSZP15, WCG+11, SK91]. **Graph-Based** [RBD14, SR16, SSZP15]. **Graphic** [Ano92h, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano93q, Ano94l, Ano94m, GF94, MOP89, Mar83, Mar84, RC85, Sim93b, Sto00, War00, McC83, MF89]. **Graphically** [Agu86, DiS14, JP04, MTT83, SWD+98, Wil84, Alp93, OD88, PM86]. **Graphically** [Agu86, Cha09, CW09, Mac09, Saw08]. **Graphics** [Ake89, Ana87, AS11, Ang17, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano16f, AM90, Arn14a, Arn14b, ASP+86, BMC84, BC87, BC05, Ball98a, Bar97a, BDJ86, Ber83, BBK82, BT00, BB82, BM86, Bli96d, Bli98c, BI81, BDM02, BM03, BA85, BEH82, Bor89, BBS09, BEG92, CPAM08, CH81, CWZ99, CB86, Car83, CM86, CR02a, Cha85, CG85, De 11, Del02, Den93, Dev00, DDG88, DD84, Ear98, Ell94b, Enc00, Enc06, ECS+15, Eng86, Eng00, Fer01, Fet82, Fig01b, FWC84, FAB+98, FTP+82, FPI84, FL81, Gar15, GN83, GS87a, Gel07a, GB96a, Gl03d, Gol00, GWH05, Got82, GKB89, Gro83, Gus83, GVA86, Hai87, Hal87, HI00, Han00a, Han1, HH82, HJO86, HO81, Hob81, Hoe12, HW82b, Hue83, Ike84, IS95, JAC+08, KB09, KTA+02, Kas10a, Kas10b, Kas11a, Kas11b]. **Graphics** [Kas11c, KKA84, Kri01, Kri06, Kro02, KR86, LLK+03, LK03, Lax83, LLML16, Lea96d, LR90, LMP89, LPEPC11, LSFW83, LCG83, Mab82, MC85, Mac99a, ML16, Mac81, Mac83, Mac85, Mac89, MEW98, MD99e, MD99d, Mac00a, MNR+91, Mar83, Mil99b, Moh85, MM14, Mye84c, Mye85, Nea86, NG86, Pal81, PG04, Pot96, PFA86, PARV05, PK08, Red01, Rec84, RR84, RME14, RGA+83, Rho90, Rho93, Rho97a, Rib98, Rie81, RA93, RS99, RMM+91, RR86a, Ros00b, RFN89, SB86a, SvNG89, SDS+11, Saw83, SMWS88, SB97, SG11, SRL06, She82, SMB86, Ska86, SG86b, SK86, SP06, SRS83, SDS95a, SBE95, SD93, Tako05, Tau10c, TM88, Tho00, Tur02a, UMO82, VG84, VG81, Voo89, WMS92, War81b, War81a, War85, WK85, WMB85, Whi97, Whi87, Whi84, WSKY09, Wor96b, de 86]. **graphics** [Bli91b, Bli91c, Bli91d, Bli92c, Bli93b, Bre96a, Bri90, Bro89, DS87, FG88b, GB96b, HH92a, Hod92, Jam97, Mac91, MG88b, Pin91, PG93, RKRW87, Rho91, Rho96, SW88, Shi86, Sta91a, Sta91b, SDS95b, WWC91, Woo91a, Gre86a, Hay96b, Hay96b, MTI85a, Pea88]. **Graphics-Related** [SDS+11]. **Graphs** [HKG10, Mun98, Pw07, RY06, Shi83,
Grass [BPB09]. Grassland
[JWHW12]. Gray [MKFN87]. Gray-Scale
[MKFN87]. Grayscale [HBBG95]. Green
[LY92]. Grid [BS03, WS90a, WHC+14,
FP93, Rou87, Use93, HJ03, JKKM+03,
NR03, SB03a, Sin03e]. Grid-Distributed
[BS03]. Gridded [DF00]. Grids
[ADBR+12, Chr83, DMR83, FS01, ILC10,
KS97, MWY+15, RSK+06, Kla93]. Ground
[FZ03, Sim95b]. Group [FY97, GD13, Hii82,
Lea96a, MCP+06, TSF+98]. Groups
[MZP+95, PE09, Gla96a]. Groupware
[HMR05]. Growing [MFL08]. Growth
[KSSL07]. Guard [Tho02b]. Guest
[Coo02a, EFD05, WB14, AD05, AS10, AR99,
BO09, BC05, BES09, BS16, BDM02, Bre96a,
BEG92, Bre97, BNP99, CR02a, CH10,
CCR10, CES07, DM02a, Dev99a, DS07b,
Ear97, EMTTT98, Ear01, ED93, EH03,
Eng97, FT00a, FSK07, FM03, FDC14, FL00,
GE97a, GE98, GW98, GHR01, GH97,
GP91a, GP93b, HJ03, IZ07, JB02, KM00,
KMS07, KN93, KF05, LK03, LS04b,
LOB08, LR14, MP99, Ma01, Ma06, ML05,
MT94, MBB95, MEX98, Mun02, Myk88,
Nie92, Nie93a, PP98, Par98, PB10, PGS09,
Rho93, RR96, Rho97b, RMD06, RR03,
RA93, RS99, RBF95, RSZ96, RTB98, SB06,
SC06, Sta91b, Sto99, Sto15, SP04b, SBE95,
TC15, TF01, TR94, WB00a, Won99,
YCF15, vHV09, vL06, vWNS10]. GUI
[Rao97]. Guidance
[BBB08, COM15, SKS+96b]. Guide
[IFH+03, Mac81, Mac83, VIK+02]. Guided
[NCP+11, XZWH14]. Guidelines
[HS04, PS09, SD83]. Guides
[Hay97, MSW10]. GUIDON [RC85].
GUIDON-WATCH [RC85]. GUIDs [LS08].
guitar [Ano97i]. Gunning [ZZC13]. Guys
[BvRS+11]. GWB [MS82]. GyroWand
[HROIK16].

Habitats [MR98]. Hair [XW01, WS92].
HairStudio [XW01]. Halos
[Gla96e, Gla96b]. Hamming [LMWC17].
Hand [HFZ+13, MIA+08, LK95a].
Hand-Drawn [MIA+08]. Hand-Driven
[HFZ+13]. Handed [EZM+97]. Handheld
[BVRF05, SPT+15]. Handler [Goo86].
Handles [KP14, MD99d]. Handling
[BHP07, ESS82]. Handprinted [WB85].
Hands [BPB14, Kas12a, NF11, Sin94a].
Hang [CZP+10]. Happily [Ger96].
Happiness [Gol09]. Haptic
[BSA+04, CTO4a, DYS+07, HS04, KSD04,
KW04, KO09, LGM13, LS04b, LS04a, LO05,
LZ13, LX04, MH04, SS97, SCB04a, Sin04d].
Haptic-Based [LLZ13].
Haptic-Rendering [KSD04]. Haptics
[BDK+04, GHQ04b, SM04, Sin04b].
HaptiStylus [ABS16]. Hard
[JB02, Kas12b]. Hardware [ABS+05,
Ano94n, Bar91, BFP86, Eng00, GWH05,
Hob81, Kas13, KY97, Laz87, MD06, Mac96,
Mac97b, Mac98, MD09f, MD99e, MD99d,
Mac99b, MD00f, Ma01, Ma03, Mac04,
SR13, WBS+05, Pap96, Sta91a].
Hardware-Assisted
[Bar91, KY97, WBS+05].
Hardware-independent [Pap96].
Hardware/Software [MD96c]. Harlem
[JLC+02]. Harmful [BT07]. Harmonic
[MG88a]. Harnessing
[Int00, RTF+05, SQG+95]. hats [WHi94a].
Having [Enc17b]. Haystacks [War04].
HD [HKW99]. HD-Eye [HKW99]. HDR
[SPA+16a]. Head [MD00f, RS14, SK13].
Head-Pose-Based [RS14]. Heading
[PPA14]. Heads [Hay96a]. Healing [Tak05].
Health [Han01, LTD16, Saw08].
Healthcare [GB16]. Heart [WO96].
Heart-Vessel [WO96]. Hearts [An97i].
Heidelberg [MMS+91]. Heights
[AnO15-44, GE98]. Helical [PR08].
Helicopter [MG14]. Hell [Dis97]. Hello
[ST10]. Help [Rei17]. Helping
[De02, DAS13]. Helps [De99a]. Her
[Sn11c, Sin12c]. Here
[Bar00, Del98b, Bli89c]. **Heritage**
[Arn14a, Arn14b, BT00, EHBPG04, GBT’+02, Sin14a, SPW10]. **Herzog**
[Ano08b]. **Heterogeneous**
[AOH’+14, RFK’+13]. **Heuristic** [SFD16].
**Hey** [BG96]. **Hidden**
[HE82, MR87, OKM84]. **Hidden-Surface**
[MR87, OKM84]. **Hierarchical**
[CCV85, FUJ06, GLA00b, GD93, HLE04, ITSK06, MKFN87, SW88]. **Hierarchies**
[GS87b, SL00]. **Hierarchy** [FH85].
**High** [ADBR’+12, AJD13, Ano15m, BL14, Bee15, BBS2, CB86, CCC’+07, CNL00, DBS96, Del98a, DASF13, DD84, FT00b, Gas16, HBW95, Ike84, JLL08, KVV99, LK85, MM99e, MTT83, MQR99, NKC14, Rot03, SFF’+00, TO83, War85, XPH05, DWL’+92, Sim95b].
**High-Dimensional** [Gas16, HKW99].
**High-Dynamic** [JLW08].
**High-Dynamic-Range** [XPH05].
**High-Fidelity** [ADBR’+12, MH04, NK14].
**High-Level** [MTT83, TO83].
**High-Performance** [CB86, DD84, FT00b, War85].
**High-Precision** [MM’+07]. **High-Quality**
[Rot03, HBW95]. **High-Resolution**
[CCC’+07, KVV’+02, MQR99, SFF’+00, Sim95b]. **High-Speed** [DBS96, Ile84, LS84].
**High-Tech** [MD99e]. **Higher** [Dwy16].
**Higher-Order** [Dwy16]. **Highlights**
[iAH03, GH97, vWNS10]. **Highly**
[XZWH14]. **Historic** [ATS’+03]. **Historical**
[RV82]. **History** [CR02a, Hag90d, Woot91a].
**HLS** [FS86]. **HMDs** [CR15]. **Hockey**
[Cav97]. **hole** [ABB’+93]. **Holes**
[HT89, Sch83a]. **Holly** [III’10]. **Hollywood**
[PNPS03]. **Holograms** [Bim06, PFF83].
**holography** [HH80a, Sch81]. **Home**
[Ano15m, Bar15, Lat98, Lea96a]. **homes**
[FJ87]. **Homogeneous**
[ERS13, Ric81, Bli93b]. **Homographies**
[PXC02]. **Honor** [Hay95b]. **Hopper**
[Ano88a]. **horizon** [Bli95c]. **Hosek** [Wil13]. **House** [Ano14s, Ano14-29, Ano15c, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano15y, Ano15-35, Ano15-38, Ano16d, Ano16g, Ano16v, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16u, Ano16t, Ano16-27, Ano16y, Ano16x, Ano16z, Ano16-28, Ano16-29, Ano16-36, Ano16-38, Ano16-42, Ano16-43, Ano16-39, Ano17a, Ano17c, Ano17l, Ano17t].
**Hubble** [LK95b]. **Hulls** [RSR83b]. **Human**
[AGL87, Atw84, Bad82, Bee15, BRD17, Bol94, BCC’+87, BVDE’+99, CCEM80, DBV’+08, DREF15, EJ98, Enc16a, Fet82, FWC84, Gre84, HS04, HW16, HE82, IC15, KB96, Koc94, KW10, LBS’+03, Liv05, LK08, MKL97, Myr08, NZB00, Paq96, PB10, SWDR16, SRJ99, Sin16f, Smi84a, SD83, TK03, Tal97, VCR98, WC11, Wil82, YNH04, YCKF15, aCJB’+12, vOW15, KDH95b, MB91, Sim96b, TSH96, Whi95d].
**Human-Centered**
[BvDE’+99, Tal97, YCKF15].
**Human-Character** [WC11].
**Human-Computer** [Koc94].
**Human-Robot** [DREF15].
**Human-Virtual** [BRD17].
**Humanities** [CN03]. **Humans**
[CEMTT98, EMTTT98, EBT98, KMTM’+98, Lok06, LCR’+14, Tac16, YBL’+12].
**Humpback** [WAPW06]. **Hurrah** [SVN98].
**Hurricane** [ZCS’+06]. **HuSIS** [SWDR16].
**HutWindows** [KM88]. **Hybrid**
[KSD04, Lev90, RFK’+13, RLG’+02].
**Hybrid-Reality** [RFK’+13]. **Hyperbolic**
[Bli94a, Mun98, OC14, Bli95e]. **Hyperfun**
[CAP’+05]. **Hypermedia**
[And98, CLC’+96, Cra91]. **Hyperscore**
[FPJ04]. **hyperstream** [DH93].
**I-WAY** [DB96]. **I/O** [KHP’+11]. **i3Drive**
[AP10]. **i860** [GBS89]. **Iconic**
[Lod83, Mar84]. **Icons** [YL11, Hag94].
**Identify** [Han00b]. **Identifying**
[MGO’+16, SSZP15, TCH’+96]. **Identity**
[Mar84, REF’+06, SCOSL13].
Identity-Differentiating [REF+06].
IDGraphs [RGL+06]. IEEE
[DPL+11, LZF+14, OKET12, SKS+13, Ano98f, Ano99, Ano00, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano13b, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14j, Ano14m, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano14s, Ano14q, Ano14p, Ano14r, Ano14t, Ano15m, Ano15o, Ano15p, Ano15v, Ano15t, Ano15q, Ano15u, Ano15r, Ano15s, Ano15w, Ano15x, Ano15y, Ano15z, Ano16v, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16o, Ano16n, Ano16q, Ano16p, Ano16-27, Ano16y, Ano16x, Ano16z, Ano16w, Ano16-28, Ano16-29, Ano17i, Ano17k, Ano17m, Hay96b, Hay96f, LRS09, PBSB08, Sto07, vWNS10, Ano17h, Ano17i].

If [Fre84, Sin02f]. iFeel_IM [TN10].

IGES [GG87, Ken81, LK82, Smi83].

II [Mus90a, RLIB99, SW88].

III [Kim84].

Ill-Conditioned [Mac90].

Illuminance [GUFG15]. Illuminating [HH92b].

Illusions [SB13]. Illusory [Abo00a].

Illustration [BSP97, SES05]. Illustrative [HBP+07].

Illustrators [Kon12]. Image
[AK84, AL11, AKJ15, BFK+84, BNP99, CGIB86, Deb02, DG99, DNBC16, ESS82, ERH+11, Eng97, FK87, FS90, GLC11, Gla03e, HG83, HNC+04, IWF97, JLW08, VCR00, JF99, KB92, KGH90, LKS96, Ler82, LK98, Smi93].

Imagery
[AK84, AL11, AKJ15, BFK+84, BNP99, CGIB86, Deb02, DG99, DNBC16, ESS82, ERH+11, Eng97, FK87, FS90, GLC11, Gla03e, HG83, HNC+04, IWF97, JLW08, VCR00, JF99, KB92, KGH90, LKS96, Ler82, LK98, Smi93].
Indexed [AP11, MTT85b, MTT87a].

Indicators [Ano14b, Ano14a].

Individuals [ZOC + 12].

Indoor [CP89, GUFG15, KS07, Mye82, Nav04, PTB + 15, Goë96].

Individuals [PTB + 15, Sto15].

Industries [RBW05].

Industry [CSWB01, Kri04, Lea97d, Mor98, Ped01, SBCvdS04].

Inertial [Fox05].

Infants [PP11].

Inferring [SRF + 06].

Inference [HSK02, Mil93].

Influence [HBW + 14].

Information [Ano96i, Ano96k, Ano97h, BFH02, BBDM98, BWHR99, Che05, Che08, CEH + 09, hCRBK98, CE98, CAG + 06, CM11, DY09, DR83, Eic05, Enc17a, FZH + 13, FJHW00, GB96a, GE97a, GE97b, HT04, IBH + 09, JS10, JBBLO2, Ker13, KRL97, Kro04, Kub84, MC85, Mac81, Mac83, Mac85, Mac00b, Mmn02, Rei17, Rhy03, RS97, SLNG07, SvW09, SSOc01, ST09, SSMH03, TH01, WB00a, WB00b, YY16, Zha07, ZNM15, BB95, BHMN95, Car96].

Information-Technology-Based [SSMH03].

Information-Theoretic [Che08].

Informational [RFS08].

Informing [SRF + 06].

InfoVis [Hay96d, KS14, Lea97c].

Infrared [LSFW83, Sch99].

Infrastructure [GB96a, MSH + 08, TCB03].

Injuries [PP11].

Ink [Del00c, Lee99].

Inking [Ann17].

Inner [BDH + 89].

Innovating [KIQ + 06].

Innovation [Myn08, PRN15].

Innovations [SH06].

Innovative [Zuc84].

Input [FHKH06, Goo86, MD00f, Mor05, PBVH15, SZ94, TM88, WB85, WTPHK09].

Inscribe [MD99d].

Insertion [ABDW96].

Insight [AY16, CS15c, Cam16, CZGR09, KBHP14, Nor06].

Insights [Ahr15, CLms15, CCC + 07, MML + 15, NLvLM09, SML + 09].

Insoles [HLC11].

Inspector [CPCS08].

Inspiration [Arn14a, Arn14b].

Inspired [JW16].

Instances [MYT09].

Institute [Ear98].

Instruction [CLC + 96, SRS83].

Instrument [CPAV + 17, Kon12].

Instrumentation [VM07, WHKM + 13].

Instrumented [SRDT01].

Instruments [ASP + 86].

Integrate [KS14].

Integrated [Bee82, EHBP04, RRR + 16, YKR + 84, Kaa87].

Integrating [Ber99, BHMN95, CHC + 97, FJHW00, KK02, Kee10, PMI06, PS09, PFH95, RSS + 09, SDS + 11].

Integration [Saw08, Smi83, LJR96].

Intel [GBK89, PWW97, Shi86, Wor96b].

Intellectual [Whi95d].

Intelligence [BGPS12, Bas14, Die85, FDC14, IWM14, RMDT96].

Intelligent [HGG + 04, Spi86].

Interacting [Bai01, EB198, Enc15b, FBML15, HdlRL + 13, SB16, SC06, Str04, WVL + 96, WB14].

Interaction [BVRF05, BRD17, BBP14, Cat96, CM0 + 99, DSP + 14, DYS + 07, End14, ECNZ15, FWC84, FLMZ97, FPW + 00, HHLI14, IZ07, II15, JLS15, KMS07, Kee10, KBHT06, KGB14, Kul09, LaV08, LGZ04, LSR + 00, LFOI15, MMR + 06, Mye87, PMI06, SB06, SS97, WHKM + 13, Alp93, WC91].

Interactions [BCMF16, BKt82, CLDW16, DJS + 09, KW04, SWDR16, BKtH82].

Interactive [ABDR + 12, ABVA08, AP10, AOH + 14, BCM84, BFB + 98, Bar95, Bar97a, BKM16, BSM + 15, BHI16, BF93, BBG2, BTUTM, BBT + 13, BH07, CW96, Cro87a, DBV89, DPL + 11, DG99, DAG95, ERH + 11, Eil94b, ECNZ15, Eng86, FEV + 01, FJHW00, FAB + 98, Fre86, GNS3, Gel06, Gir87, Glao2e, Glao2d, GB16, GS88, GHQ04b, Ha06, Hay96c, HCV + 13, HB16, kHHBEH13, HBP + 07, Hua11, IM14, I1H + 13, JBB + 10,}
JXW+08, KIN+05, KK02, Kan88, Kas11c, KMM+01, KKM96, KY97, LD99, LSV+02, MVWB05, MSA+94, MSK04, Mor05, NOK+08, Nea89a, NMR106, PM82, Pie87a, RR95, RLOW13, RGA+83, RNNTD14, RPHW11, REF+06, SPMK14, SWvdWvW12, SS01, SBD+17, SWS07, SKP09, SRL06, SBM86, Ski81, SH03, SK86, SBS10, SGEF+12, Tak05, TSLX12, TH17, UTMI11, UBS+12, UCK+04, WBS5, WC11, WS09b, WL88, WIF01, XY01. Interactive [YIK85, YSWW08, YLL10, dRvWW10, vL06, Ano98g, BB13, Bri90, Bro88a, Nie86]. Interactively [BHPB+12, CEO+93]. Interactivity [SO95]. Interdisciplinary [RSZ96]. Interface [Bli05b, BSBH01, EJ98, FK+05, GPA+08, Gre86a, HZHD03, KM88, KGB14, KPL17, KDMH17, KL09, MD99d, MTT85a, Mar82, Mar84, MCF+06, Mye84a, OBE+84, Ovi03, PFA86, Pra84a, RD90, RC85, RE98, RZSP04, SZP+00, SBM86, SRS83, SKN+05, TK03, Tak85, TM88, TWB+07, WP87, Wil84, Wil86, Ols86, Pea88, Rob88]. Interfaces [BH16, BSBH01, BCF+08, BSHB01, CG85, CW09, EJ98, EJ98, FK+05, GPA+08, Gre86a, HZHD03, KM88, KGB14, KPL17, KDMH17, KL09, MD99d, MTT85a, Mar82, Mar84, MCF+06, Mye84a, OBE+84, Ovi03, PFA86, Pra84a, RD90, RC85, RE98, RZSP04, SZP+00, SBM86, SRS83, SKN+05, TK03, Tak85, TM88, TWB+07, WP87, Wil84, Wil86, Ols86, Pea88, Rob88].

Interacting [BH08, BSHB01, EJ98, FK+05, GPA+08, Gre86a, HZHD03, KM88, KGB14, KPL17, KDMH17, KL09, MD99d, MTT85a, Mar82, Mar84, MCF+06, Mye84a, OBE+84, Ovi03, PFA86, Pra84a, RD90, RC85, RE98, RZSP04, SZP+00, SBM86, SRS83, SKN+05, TK03, Tak85, TM88, TWB+07, WP87, Wil84, Wil86, Ols86, Pea88, Rob88].

Interference [Dia91, SFC99, Dia94]. Interiors [MG14]. International [CPC99, Jar83, BHK91]. Internet [Bai95, Hoe12, MD99c, MD99d, PTB+15]. Interpersonal [Phi91]. Interpolation [CW88, DMR83, FM89a, Gar15, GI94, LMD92, MC83, Pie87a, PT00, RCB98, RM95, WH97, WMG00, CW87, FM87, HZB92, Rou87, WF93]. Interpretability [FM90]. Interpretation [MD00f, SD07]. Interpreting [MUN+10, VVP+11]. Interpretation [HHS+92]. Interaction [HAG83, LF84, PO84, ABB90, DS87, Sug92, Wan93, YSSP91]. Intersections [SB03b, Pat93]. Intersystem [LK82]. Interval [MK84, SF92]. Intervention [CZY+13]. Interventions [RNNTD14]. Interview [CF16, Nea89b, SCN90]. Interviews3D [BHP07]. Interwoven [WW07]. Int. [WNAJ92]. Intracardiac [CZY+13]. Intracranial [FY84]. Intraoperative [SKS+96b]. Intricate [Tit07]. Introduced [MD99f]. Introduces [MD99e]. Introducing [RT07, Sto07, Tau13a, Tau13b, Zhu12]. Introduction [AD05, AS10, AS11, AR99, BO09, BC05, BES09, BDM02, Bre96a, BEG92, Bre97, BNP99, CR02a, CH10, CCR10, Coo02a, CES07, DM02a, Dev99a, Ear97, EMTTT98, Ear01, ED05, ED93, EH03, Eng97, FT00a, FSK07, FM03, FL00, GE97a, GE98, GW98, GHR01, GH97, GP93b, HJ03, HJS00, IO07, IB02, KM00, KMS07, KN08, KF05, KF10, LS04b, LOB08, MP99, Ma01, Ma06, ML05, MT94, MBB95, MEW98, Mun02, Myk88, Nie92, NRC92, Nie93a, PP98, Par98, PB10, PG90, PP12, RH03, RR96, Rh097b, RMD06, RR03, RA93, RS99, RBF95, RSZ96, RSBT98, Rus11, SB06, SC06, ST09, SP04b, SBE95, Tau12b, TF01, TR94, WB00a, Won99, vH09, vL06, vWNS10, BS16, FDC14, GP91a, LR14, Sei93, Sta91b, Sto15]. introduction [TC15, YCKF15]. Introductory [DiS14, Hai06, SCB04a]. Intruders [TMWJK04]. Intrusion [EWF02, ITSK06, RGL+06]. Intuitive [WC11]. Invariance [ANS15]. Invariant [CT90, SSC+11]. Invariants [Bli02a]. Invasive [BDK+04, BSBH01]. Invent [Ano17c, Ano17b]. Inverse [KB96]. Investigating [GDF+14]. Investigation [BBC+87, THB+90]. Invisibility [Nie07, Bli88b]. Involving [DSP+14, FK12]. Ion [RLV+16]. Iowa [CNL00]. Iris [LBS+03, Nie84]. Iron
WYM10, War04, WSK+00, WK85, WTR11, YLL10, YZM+11, YW+10, de 86, KKM96.

Large-area [de 86]. Large-Crowd [JXW+08]. Large-Display [HMR506, RCB+05]. Large-Format [BE11, FL00]. Large-Image [WK85].

Large-Scale [ABM+01, AJK15, Bal98a, DSW07, EHBP04, EFW02, HY03, HLB+07, JBH+10, Ma01, MP01, MSW14, MRBW12, RL07, RW99, SBSW96, VBHS11, WAB+05, WYM10, War04, YW+10].

largest [Bli88a]. Larry [Tau12a]. Laser [Lea96a, MD99f, SPM10]. Lasers [RB93].

Last [AC05, SvNG89]. Latin [Hay95b]. Launched [MD99e]. Launches [MD99e].

Law [WW95]. Laws [Go01], [Sch93b]. Layer [KHP+11]. Layered [Boh95, CMP95, OKS+17, YSWW08].

Layers [Fig01a, Sin15d]. Layouts [ABVA08, Cam17, IK15]. Lazy [BH84].

Lead [She06]. Leader [PB06]. Leading [Ano15-44]. Learned [FT16, WCG+11]. Learning [BKM16, Dom12, DBJ+02, EH16, Hay96e, JMOC99, Ma07, MSW10, MB05, dSNRdLSN16, Peu91, QC+10, Rou97, SBRC17].

Left [Fol00, Sin12b, Wri83]. Legacy [SK13].


Leveraging [EE12]. Liberator [Ano94g].

Library [FPNVHH17, Ano14-39, Ano15-43]. Licensing [Whi95d]. Lidar [Rot03]. Life [CLB+14, How00, Jac15, KMO0, MD99e, NPH+09, PTR+98, Sin03a, Sin03b, Sin12e, Sin14e]. Light [BDC+12, Cha98a, DK+03, Del00a, HG86, PWH04, RDRS10, Sin02c, SFC109, VG84, WL+12, Wor93].

Light-Source [VG84]. Lighting [BPB09, DM02a, Deb02, DAG95, IKSZ03, Pic92, SSH+98, Str90]. Lightning [Gla00e, Gla00f]. Lightyear [MD99e]. Like [CPN09]. Lillian [Sin12f]. Limb [CKPB16, VCB97]. Limit [DB16, Gla05].

Line [Bli91b, Bli03a, Bli04c, BB00, Bre87, CWB02, CO97, DW87, Fre86, Gil94, HS01, Lea96a, MD00f, Max90, Pan90, Rob89, RR85, SL00, Til81, Wri90, PB87].

Line-Clipping [RR85]. Line-Drawing [Pan90]. Line/polygon [Til81]. Linear [GWW86, Go03, GI94, Pic92, RO6, SSB06, UF11, ZZ05]. Lines [Bli03c, Bli03a, Bli03b, Bli03c, Bli03d, Bli04a, Bli04b, Bli04c, HE82, PSX13, SR85, SP04a, DH93, Sim93c].

Lineups [DBV+08]. Lingua [SR16].

Linking [LLR09]. Linux [MD00f]. Lip [WD15a]. Lip-Sync [WD15a]. Liquid [FH84b, SK+15]. Lisa [BGM+07].

Literalism [Smi87]. Literally [KMH02]. Literary [FBML15]. Little [BrR+11].

Live [ABWS05, CB10, SG11, WD15a]. Liver [KLR12, RBBS06].

LiverAnatomyExplorer [BMS+13].

Living [BRM10, ZED+09, aCJB+12]. Load [Whi94b]. Loading [LJB+13]. Local [KLR12, Sim93a]. Locales [BWA96].

Locally [GG92]. Locating [PO84].

Locomotion [Iwa99, KB96]. Lofted [FB89].

Logarithmic [WO13]. Logic [BF86, PEF92, PJJF96].

Logic-Enhanced [BF86, PEF92]. Long [PS09]. Long-Term [PS09]. Longs [RV07].

Look [Ano14d, BDG+99, HAG83].

Look-Up [HAG83]. Looking [Del98b, Hug00, Kas12b, Bl88e]. Looks [Ano97].

Lookup [FK87]. Loops [SB06].

Loose [Lai01]. Lost [Sim96c]. Low [JAC+08, MD99f, MD99e, PC+16, WSKY09, YST04]. Low-Altitude [PC+16]. Low-Cost [PC+16, YST04].

Low-Power [JAC+08, WSKY09].

Low-Priced [MD99e]. Lower [VCB97].

Lower-Limb [VCB97]. lowly [Bli96a].
WSKY09, ZTJ+07, Ano14p]. Mobrex [BCI08]. Mock [CWZ99]. Model [ADBW96, BRM+02, CM86, CT09, DSK+14, DGY07, DPA+11, EWS96, EH99, Gol83b, HWY16, LM10, LO94, LK95a, Li81, LSFW83, Wil13, MD09e, MMS+91, MMR+06, NL02, PBR+14, SBRCD17, SM84, Str90, WD15a, WLVL+96, YY1T9f, GG87, JM95, MB91, RKRW87, RN94, Sim95b]. Model-based [LK95a, RN94]. Modeled [Ano97i]. Modeler [Coh83, MS82, SVB97, YT85]. Modelers [Hay95b, Hil82, Mil89]. Modeling [ATS+03, ARS17, AJH+12, BL14, BWWM12, BA13, BG82, Bre97, CAP+05, CS85, Cas87, CMP95, CIF99, CS06, Coo02b, DM02a, DG99, Doo82, DMP93, EDC96, Elb05, FD03, FMMS03, FFA+97, Gol00, GAW86, GS94, GM12, GJ13, HB84, Hay96b, Hed84, HYN03, IKMF12, Jos11, KNRB12, LD99, MD99e, MD00f, MPDR14, Mas98, MMZ94, MP89, MMR+06, MKKJ96, Mye82, NTH02, NG96, Nie93b, OSJ11, PJC88, PPK05, Pat12, PB06, PE09, Pie06, PP11, PPA14, Fra84a, RWB+14, RV82, RV83, RR92, Rho97b, SC89, Sar90, SMWS88, Sm03c, Spa16b, SBS10, Sto99, Tak85, Til83b, TSUC86, Tur03, Tur88, UTM11, WW86, WK94, WW08, WMV+08, Wei85, Whi04, Wil85, WFOP85, WMG97, Bre96a, Ch87, Gor83, GS88, GT93, KS94, MCW93, NFHL91, NBS+94, Sim95e, TR94]. modeling/drafting [Kal87]. Models [Arb90, AGL87, Bad82, BDC+12, Bar84, Ben99, Boh95, CPC08, CBZ+08, CEO+93, DNS+15, FM85, FZ03, GMNF97, GSN90, HR98, HS87, IFH+93, KTA+02, KMS07, KPTS89, LBD+02, MSH+08, Mi86, Mi88b, PS13, Par82, PT90, Pie92, RFW02, RSDP01, Rot03, RGCB07, SADC02, SSW+07, SD07, SM95, SRDT01, Sim97, SK86, TW88, WZM+11, Woo88, YWR09, ASW93, Go86, KMKM96, MTT91, PT92, SG90, WF93]. Modern [RME14]. Modes [LPLN04]. Modification [SR97]. Modified [YS83]. Modulation [TH14]. Module [MD99e]. Moebius [Sin01b]. Moiré [Gla97b]. Moebius [Sin01b]. Modules [ADBW96, BRM+02, CM86, CT09, DSK+14, DGY07, DPA+11, EWS96, EH99, Gol83b, HWY16, LM10, LO94, LK95a, Li81, LSFW83, Wil13, MD09e, MMS+91, MMR+06, NL02, PBR+14, SBRCD17, SM84, Str90, WD15a, WLVL+96, YY1T9f, GG87, JM95, MB91, RKRW87, RN94, Sim95b]. Model-based [LK95a, RN94]. Modeled [Ano97i]. Modeler [Coh83, MS82, SVB97, YT85]. Modelers [Hay95b, Hil82, Mil89]. Modeling [ATS+03, ARS17, AJH+12, BL14, BWWM12, BA13, BG82, Bre97, CAP+05, CS85, Cas87, CMP95, CIF99, CS06, Coo02b, DM02a, DG99, Doo82, DMP93, EDC96, Elb05, FD03, FMMS03, FFA+97, Gol00, GAW86, GS94, GM12, GJ13, HB84, Hay96b, Hed84, HYN03, IKMF12, Jos11, KNRB12, LD99, MD99e, MD00f, MPDR14, Mas98, MMZ94, MP89, MMR+06, MKKJ96, Mye82, NTH02, NG96, Nie93b, OSJ11, PJC88, PPK05, Pat12, PB06, PE09, Pie06, PP11, PPA14, Fra84a, RWB+14, RV82, RV83, RR92, Rho97b, SC89, Sar90, SMWS88, Sm03c, Spa16b, SBS10, Sto99, Tak85, Til83b, TSUC86, Tur03, Tur88, UTM11, WW86, WK94, WW08, WMV+08, Wei85, Whi04, Wil85, WFOP85, WMG97, Bre96a, Ch87, Gor83, GS88, GT93, KS94, MCW93, NFHL91, NBS+94, Sim95e, TR94]. modeling/drafting [Kal87]. Models [Arb90, AGL87, Bad82, BDC+12, Bar84, Ben99, Boh95, CPC08, CBZ+08, CEO+93, DNS+15, FM85, FZ03, GMNF97, GSN90, HR98, HS87, IFH+93, KTA+02, KMS07, KPTS89, LBD+02, MSH+08, Mi86, Mi88b, PS13, Par82, PT90, Pie92, RFW02, RSDP01, Rot03, RGCB07, SADC02, SSW+07, SD07, SM95, SRDT01, Sim97, SK86, TW88, WZM+11, Woo88, YWR09, ASW93, Go86, KMKM96, MTT91, PT92, SG90, WF93]. Modern [RME14]. Modes [LPLN04]. Modification [SR97]. Modified [YS83]. Modulation [TH14]. Module [MD99e]. Moebius [Sin01b]. Moiré [Gla97b]. Mold [BRL+17, IO07]. Molecular [GSS05, KDH+95a, Max83, MG88a, SK86, VBW94, Pal92]. Molecules [Sim95c]. Molli [SGEF97]. Molar [Sin01b]. Motifs [SES05]. Motion [ABW05, Bre97, CEMTT98, Dai89, Del98c, DLN05, Gir87, GD11, HFZ+13, HKKK17, KK02, KB82, LD08, LLZ13, Mac90, MTT85c, OZH00, Pot98, RCB98, RPM17, Sin10c, WF02, WH97, Wil87a, Wil82, WTR11, vBE12, GS88]. Motions [PR08, VCR98]. Motivated [Don12, Hib04]. Motivation [ST09]. Motor [Zel82]. Mountains [Sin04c]. Mounted [Fox05, US17]. Mouse [FRP+00, LZF+14, WJ88]. Move [DASF13, Wor94]. Movement [ABS16, CCP82, Ebe05, ZGC14, EW96]. Movements [NLvLM09]. Moves [JSH16, Rib98, Whi95d, ZD98]. Moves-on-Stills [JSH16]. Movie [MTT86]. Movies [KZC+11, WKB11]. Moving [BKP01, Ger96, LaV07, Lea96a, ML05, Mil12, SWvdWvW12, WW86]. MPEG [Lea96a, NCO03, Whi95d]. MPEG-4 [Lea96a, NCO03]. MR [GZM97]. Multicam [Hag90b]. Multi [Ano15-44, GK86, RBE08]. Multi-Core [Ano15-44]. Multi-Microprocessor [GG86]. Multi-Volume [RBE08]. Multiactor [KSRF11]. Multiaxial [PT94]. Multicast [Fis02, MZP+95]. Multicomputers
Multidimensional [DKS'05, KK94, LLR99, RC89, SCB'04b].
Multidisciplinarity [EE12]. Multifield [LLR'09, WBS'05].
Multiflash [RTF'05].

Multimedia [CCR'10, CTW'10, GP91a, GGV92, JOhH93, PWW'97, RR95, RMĐT'96,
Sim94d, WSKY'99, Woo91b, dRVW'10, Cla91, DPF91, GP91b, Pea91, Phil91, Ref91].
Multimodal [CMO'03, EH03, KBHT06, Ovi03, RC15, WKHL'96]. Multiperspective [SK03].
Multiple [BMW'87, CBD'92a, GLS2, GH56, HG13, LWS98, Mil07, MKKJ96,
Tay92, UIL'06, YIK85, HO91].
Multiple-Scattering [HG13].
Multiple-Write [GLS2]. multiplexed [Hod92].
Multiplexing [OOHR'14].

Multimill [GP89, GGV92, HDF'92].
Multiplotting [SFF'00]. Multipurpose [KKG'13].
Multiresolution [OSR'97].
Multiscaling [CD12, SD07]. Multiscaled [DY07].
Multisensor [Ste91]. Multisized [DY07].
Multispectral [NK14].

Multitouchless [KGB'14]. Multituser [BWA96, BMC04, DGA'97, EBG'10,
EYY03, MRD06, REF'06, WHKM'13].
Multivalued [LPK05].

MUltivalue [MUN'10].
Multivariate [BF93, Int00, War04, WG95b, MTS91, NFHL91].

Multiview [LYO02]. Multiway [JLC98].
mummy [YYOiT'92].
murmurations [CS15a].

Muse [Mar'07].

Museums [Get08, Bal98c].
Music [Sin03a, Tit07, YLI1].

Musical [BHI6, VM07, YL09].

Musical-Fountain [YL09].

MVP [GVG92].

mWorld [DGA'97].

My [BLG05c, Hay96a, Hlu04, BL88d].

myComputer [Ano13].

MyCS [Ano16-36, Ano17].

Mystery [Abo99b, Del98c].

n [Abo00c, Bar00, SC12, PS86].

N-Dimensional [PS86].

Name [Jon89].

Naming [BBK82].

Nanometer [YBL+12].

Nanoscale [RA06].

Nanyang [S0u4].

NAPLPS [Cha85].

Narrations [ND05].

Narrative [ALD'06, WK'M'04, vL06].

NASA [Del97, Mil03].

National [CB86].

Natura [MM'89, Mus90a].

Natural [AL11, GPA'17, Int00, JLS15, LJ15, Mil88a, NP17, OSJ11, SVT10, WTR11, MG92].

Natural-Image [AL11].

NaturSketch [OSJ11].

Nature [Blo86, SRS96].

Naval [ZD98].

Navigation [GSN09, HLC08, JXW'08, MYPT09, PKJ'07, RLOW'13,
Rod14, WTPK'09, dHP'10].

NBS [Ska86].

NCGA [Ano88b].

Ndbele [LMPW01].

NDT [II83].

Near [AGL87, GMTF89, Kri05, LKS96, Sch00].

Near-Field [Sch00].

Near-Real-Time [ALG87, LKS96].

Necessarily [Sch86].

Need [Dom00, Jee13, KS08, Red17, RDDY07, Bli89c].

Needles [War04].

Negawatt [BRM10].

Negotiation [Hay85d].

Neighborhoods [DY07].

nerve [ASK94, SAO'95].

Net [Gla97c, MD99f, JMT'01].

NetCDF [RD90].

Network [CPX11, DTGK07, Dwy16, FAL'06, GP93a,
GLRK06, HLI'13, ITS'06, MD99e, RFN89,
RCBG07, She82, SHS89, Treak98, Wei84,
ZH'15, BEW91, Eic96a].

Network-Based [RCBG07].

Network-Transparent [RFN89].

Networked [FSP00, HILIW89, Tae98].

Networking [CNLO0].

Networks [Bac16, DBVS96, DeF00,
LFV'97, MW82, WMM13, RKRW'87].

Neural [HHKK1].

Neuroanatomy [SM86].

Neurological [HS04].

Neuroscience [JBH'10].

Neurosurgery [RGA'83].

NeuroNet [SKS'96b].

Neuroscience [JBB'10].

Neurotrace [JBB'10].

Newdile [YLL10].

News [Ano92h, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano94c,
Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano97i, Ano98g, Bal97,
Bal98c, Bal98b, Hay96a, Hay95b, Hay96d, IS95, Lea96d, Lea97c, Lea97d, Mac97a, Whi95d, WW95, Wor96b, YLL10. Newton [Dia94]. Next [Agr09, BLH+08, DeF00, JS03, LCG+02, LR14, Ma07, Mye85, Rhy00, RRB+14, ZTJ+07, vD05, Sta91b].


Nonuniform [PBR+14, RSK+06, YSWW08]. Nonuniform-Layered [YWWW08]. Normal [FZY84, Gla97e, JZ04, SADC02]. Normalization [GMTF89]. Normals [NK14]. Note [And98, Fil84, Ger98, HB97, LR90, Mus90b, She82, WGI15, Wi98].

Note-Taking [WGI15]. Notebook [BG96, Gla02a, Gla96e, Gla96b, Gla96a, Gla96d, Gla96c, Gla97a, Gla97e, Gla97d, Gla97c, Gla97f, Gla97b, Gla98e, Gla98b, Gla98a, Gla98f, Gla98c, Gla98d, Gla99d, Gla99f, Gla99a, Gla99e, Gla99c, Gla99b, Gla00a, Gla00e, Gla00f, Gla00b, Gla00c, Gla00d, Gla01b, Gla01f, Gla01a, Gla01c, Gla01d, Gla01e, Gla02e, Gla02d, Gla02f, Gla02b, Gla02c, Gla03a, Gla03b, Gla03c, Gla03e, Gla03f, Gla03c, Gla03d, Gla04a, Gla04b, Gla04e, Gla04f, Gla04c, Gla04d, Gha05a, Gla05b].

Notes [Ano10c, Mac97a, Wri83]. Nothing [Sin13f]. Notion [WS90b]. Novel [ABS16, DSP+14, XP05]. Novice [FPJ04]. NPSNET [CMBZ00]. NPSNET-V [CMBZ00]. NRC [Wor96b]. NSF [MJM+06, Ano97i]. nSpace [PCH+07]. NTSC [Bli93c, DS87]. nu [Nie86]. nu-spline [Nie86]. Nuclear [AMJ+08].


NURBS-Based [LW94]. NVE [FEV+01]. NYSE [De99b].

O [Gla99e, KHP+11]. Oak [Sim95a]. Object [BDSS07, GS87b, Goi84, HKS17, KP14, NL02, SC89, SPMS04, SW95, Sii95, WJ88, EW96, KS94]. Object-Oriented [SC89, Sii95]. Objects [BRL+17, BC87, Bli05c, BH84, CCV85, CW96, CS07, DT81, FGR85, GWW86, HS87, JK09, LMA+17, LFPS01, MD99e, MOP89, MSF07, MK84, OA085, PRdJ07, PS86, Rie93, RZP04, SS97, SWdWdW12, SS88, SKP09, UH*90, TT84, WL*16, WMM87, YYY+02, YYY+03, UO91]. Oblique [KKGH90]. Observe [Hay95a].

Observing [LZ+14]. Occluding [CS07].

Occlusion [AM04, AX07, GS80, SKU+10]. Occlusion-Resistant [AXP07]. Ocean [DPA+11, GMNF97, MWW87, JM95].

Oceanographic [Ros89a]. OCEME [GS12]. October [Ano15c]. Octree [DT81, FA85, KSY85, YKR+84, YKFT84]. Octree-Encoded [DT81]. Octree-Related [YKFT84]. Octrees [GWW86]. Ocularist [LBS+03]. Off [Hay95b, JAPF07, PLB+01, Sin01c, SO95, SN86]. Off-Center [JAPF07].

Offered [MD99e]. Offers [MD99f, MD99e, MD99d, SM95d]. Office [BW00, Lea96a, LWM14, MD99d, MD00f, WFR+00]. officer [ZPA95]. Offset [ELK97]. Offsets [TH84]. Offshore [CSW01]. Oh
Oil [Del99a, LLG^+07, RRR^+16].

Okin [MD99d]. Old
[Abo99b, Bre90, DSO^7a]. Older [LTD16].

Olfactory [NOK^+08]. Olympic [PCZ^+09].

Olympics [She06, TC96]. Omitted [HE82].

Omnimax [GH86]. On-Line [Lea96a].
On-the-Fly [MHC98]. One [Ano17u, AL11, Arn14a, Don12, HAg90d, Rob87, Sin03c].

One-Dimensional [Rob87]. One-Semester [Don12]. One-Way [Arn14a].
Online [BvDE^+99, CSTM03, Gel07b, PFB06, TN10, YLL10]. Only [Lev00]. onto [YZM^+11].

Ontologies [CCE^+14]. Open
[DM10j, Gla99a, SSM^+07]. Open-Source
[SSM^+07]. OpenGL [RME14, RV07].

Opening [Gor96]. Opens [Mac97a]. Opera
[Wor93]. Operation [GPA^+17, Chi87].

Operations
[Arb90, DFP^+11, HHK89, LSCM04, PS86,
Rob87, TSUC86, YTS4, Car87]. Operator
[AMJ^+08, XP05, Gor83]. Operators
[MS82]. Opponent [BBS09].

Opportunities
[Bar15, CS15c, GB16, Ma09, Mac00b, Pac10].

Optical [BBF^+98, GBT^+02, MFP^+07,
PTR^+98, TLL^+96, WW95]. Optics
[Ano98h]. Optimal [Bli89b, LLL^+13, SM86].

Optimal-Scaling-Factor [LLL^+13].
Optimization [NMRI06, Tau12b, HO91].

Optimization-Based [NMRI06].
Optimized [Red01]. Optimizing
[Bli00d, CTJ^+17, SB97]. Options
[Ano16-37, Ano16-38, Ano17s]. Oral
[Han01]. Oranges [RSZ96]. Order
[Dwy16, DH93]. Organic [IMS03].

Organizing [Jon07, LC16]. oRGB [BBS09].

Oriental [Lee99]. Orientation
[HB08, YNA99]. Orientations [Lee08].

Oriented
[DL16, Kos16, MTTF85, PP12, SC89, Si09].

Origami [Gla96d, Gla96c]. origins
[Cro87b, McG93]. Orthogonal [LD08].
Orthogonal-Blendshape-Based [LD08].
Orthopedic [QCP^+10, SSS00].

Orthophotography [Lea97a]. oscillating
[IP92]. Oscillation [LT^+13]. Osmose
[SIm96a]. O'Sullivan [Tau12e]. Other
[Gre86]. Our
[Bli04a, Tan10c, Wat90, C1N00, Sin94].

Out-Of-Core [FSo1, GS12]. Out-of-Home
[Lat98]. Outdoor [Pie96, RLG^+02, YNA99].
Outer [BDH^+89]. Outstanding [Sin16d].

Overcoming [Ge08]. overlay [ Wan93].

Overload [CAG^+06]. Overview
[BDDH95, CS85]. Own [Sin11c].

P [Use93]. Pace [Kri01]. Pacific
[FKC^+05, vWNS10]. PacificViz [Ano13b].

Pack [MD99f]. Package [RR86a]. Packet
[CAG^+06]. Pact [Del00c]. PADL [Bro82].
PADL-2 [Bro82]. page [SW59]. Pages
[XHC^+17]. Pain [SKJ^+13]. Paint [GV85].

Painter [Sin12d]. Painting
[CT04b, Del00a, HE02, HN85, LMPW01,
Lee99, Shi17, Sin04d, Zha07]. Pair [HM85].

Paleontology [Fig01b]. Palette
[CW09, MSK04]. Palmer [Sin12d]. Panel
[MD99f, MD00f, Tau11c, Zuc84, Kan88].

Panels [EBN13]. Panoramas [WHF01].

Paper [KSM85, KGK94, Lar11, Lev00,
Sch08a, Bli87]. Papers [An011b, An014n,
Ano14o, Ano15v]. WCE^+17, Pe88.88.

Parabolic [Pav85]. Paraboloid [Bli04a].

Paradigm [Koc94, LaV07]. Paradigms
[JPBM13]. Parallel [ABM^+01, BHPB^+12,
Elb01, GP93a, HB97, ILC10, KHP^+11,
MPH94, MP01, MCEF94, MR87, Net94,
Pan90, Whi94b, WHC94, XZWH14, YSSP91,
YCI09, BBP94, HM95, Wan93].

Parallel-Visualization [KHP^+11].

Parallelepips [FA85]. Parallelization
[Wr90]. Parameter [HBW^+14].

Parameterizable [HH01].

Parameterization [Gla97f, GXMW15].

Parameterized [Par82, van96].

Parameters [BBC^+87, LY002, RB00,
TT00, WK90, ZGP^+13]. Parametric
[BD89, BD90, Bli99b, Bli99a, Bli00b, GP90].
HAG83, LF84, Lin99, LMD92, PB87].

Phantom [S97].  
Phantom-Based [S97].  
Pharmaceutical [SBCvdS04].  
Phase [AP11, BQP+15].  
Phase-Indexed [AP11].  
Phases [NLvLM09].  
PhD [Car16].  
Phenomena [BBF+98, CS15a, Mil88a].  
Phenotypical [LZF+14].  
PHIGS [AEB86, Sch86, SBM86, TM88].  
PHIGS-Based [TM88].  
Phobias [JAM+05, WAB+13].  
Phone [BBB08].  
Phone-Enabled [BBB08].  
Phones [HB08, Sch07, WS09a, WS09b].  
Photograph [MTC07].  
Photographic [DBV+08].  
Photometry [NK14].  
Photographs [SRDT01, Ano98g].  
Photography [DS07b, Lev10, PIBV11].  
Physics [BB82, HZ11, Kan90, MQR99, SL11, WLVL+96].  
Physics-Based [HZ11, VBHS11].  
Physically [CPN09, CPK06, LX04, RL07, TW88].  
Physician [GRB+85].  
Physiology [TA85].  
Picks [Hay95b].  
Picture [Gla02c, Par98, PM82, SM84, Woe83, Wor83].  
Picture-Plane [SM84].  
Picture-Processing [PM82].  
Pieces [Glao2f].  
Pictorial [Fei85].  
Point [Bli97a, BA85, CW88, DDF+92, HP91].  
Point-Cloud-Based [PSX13].  
Plasma [PCS95].  
Plausible [PE09].  
Play [Gha12].  
Plots [BDJ86, HDF+92, HP91].  
Plush [LMZ11].  
Polarization [SKS+13].  
Polarized [ZGP+13].  
Polarized [ZGP+13].  
Polarizing [BWWM12].  
Policies [CKJC12, WW95].  
Points [Bli99b, Pie87b, PT00, Sin04a].  
Polar [Sei93].  
Polarization [SKS+13, WK90].  
Polyhedra [ILK84].  
Polyhedral [HHK89, SS88, Tur88].  
Pulmonary [LWS98].  
Polynomial
Ano07d, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano12b, Dii96, Dii97, Dii98b, Dii99, Dii01, Enc04, Kas08, Kas12c, Lea96a, MD95a, MD96c, MD96a, MD96b, MD97a, MD97b, Mac97b, MD98a, MD98b, MD98c, MD98d, MD98e, MD98f, Mac98, MD99f, MD99e, MD99d, MD99a, MD99b, MD99c, Mac99b, MD00f, MD00b, MD00c, MD00d, MD00e, MD00a, MD01a, MD01b, MD01c, MD01d, MD01e, MD01f, Mac01, MD02a, MD02b, MD02c, MD02d, ME02, Mac02, ME03a, ME03b, ME03c, ME03d, ME03e, ME03f, Mac03, ME04, Mac04. Products [MK07a, MK07b, MK07c, Wan10, Zin08a, Zin08b, Zin08c, Zin08d]. Professional [CK85a]. Profiles [TH84]. Program [LRS09, MD00f, Mei85, Saw83]. Programmable [GWH05, MD00f, WSKY90]. Programming [BMR90, PARV05, RWB+14, TS13]. Programs [DiS14, Doo82, HM95]. Progress [RMG16, Woo15, vDFL+00]. Progressive [Fet82]. Progressive-Rendering [OKKP13]. Project [CKS5a, ARL+10, Ano98b, JMOG99, Pit03, SFT+07, TSF+98]. Projected [WS90a, WFR+00]. Projecting [Bal98a, Project]. Projection [EBBS00, Gre86b, HJS00]. Projection-based [HJS00]. Projections [YCB05]. Projective [HGB04, Rie81]. Projector [BVRF05, MD99f, MD99d, MSWT14]. Projector-Based [MSWT14]. Projectors [MD00f]. Projects [Ber99, BKP01, BSHB01, Bry97, CWZ99, CMBZ00, CMO+99, CKP96, DB96, Del00c, DSP+14, Dio97, EBT98, EBS00, FLMZ97, FWSN86, FFA+97, FPW+00, GMNF97, Goe96, GRW99, HILW98, JW01, JLC98, KKV+02, KKM96, LMPW01, LD97, LRS09, MR98, MD99d, MRBW12, RSS+09, RBW05, RWF02, RDO+96, Ros97, RDTB97, Rou09, SS97, SS01, SK03, She04, SPS99, SS00, SD99, Tac98, WS09a, WS09b, WWG97, ZD98]. Prolog [FWSN86, GWA84, Jon89]. Prompt [WW95]. Properties [ILK84]. Property [Whi95d]. Proportional [TLT11]. Proportional-Derivative [TLT11]. Proposal [Hai87, Lea96a]. Proposals [Ano14b, Ano14a]. Propositional [PJF96]. Prostate [BSM+15]. Prostheses [GRWN87]. Prostate [VCBS97, RKRW87]. Protecting [VP99]. Protection [Lav83]. Protein [AEFQ96, SGEF+12]. Proteins [OG91]. Protocol [Agu86]. Protocols [BS03]. Prototype [CMSEM08, VM07]. Prototypes [MSF07]. Prototyping [Bai95, KRB11, MSRMH09, TBP01, UVa95, ZP95]. Provenance [XAJK+15]. Provides [Hay96d, Lea97b, MD99d]. Providing [HH95, KKM98]. Pruning [GTMF89]. Pseudoperspective [Gol01]. Psychological [HAB+01]. Psychophysical [HS04, FG88a]. Public [CT09, FZH+13, HdlRL+13, HCV+13, KKG+13, RLOW13, RS14, SPS99, BB13]. Publication [JPSM13]. Publisher [MD99e]. Publishing [MD99e, DFL87, MD99d]. Puck [Cav97]. Pulsatile [SFL+04]. Pulsing [CM16]. Pump [OKET12]. Puppet [Gia12]. Puppetry [Stu98]. Pure [Sin16e]. Purpose [GBK89]. Pursuing [AM90, CS15b]. Pursuit [Got09]. Pushing [Ric15]. Put [CW96]. Putting [Gla02f, Han14, Sin96b]. Puzzles [RSDP01]. Pyramidal [De 89]. Python [AJH+12]. Quad [Cam17]. Quadratic [Bl95a, Bl96d, CW88, GF86, CW87]. Quadric [Gol83b, Mil88b]. Quadrics [Mil88b]. Quadratics [Mil88b]. Quadratic-Volume [Mil88b].
Quadrilateral [Gol83a, MG92]. Quadtrees [GXMW15, Pan15]. Qualities [DiS14]. Quality [CCVA02, Got82, LLML16, Rot03, FG88a, HBW95].
Quantification [KHP12]. Quantified [CLms15]. Quantitative [AHP +10].
Quantization [Bli94c, XJ94]. Quadtree [YS83].
Quartic [Bli02a]. Quasi [LMWC17]. Quasi-Hamming [LMWC17]. Quaternion [ZZ05].
Quadratic [DiS14]. Quality [CCVA02, Got82, LLML16, Rot03, FG88a, HBW95].
Quantity [CCVA02, Got82, LLML16, Rot03, FG88a, HBW95].
Quick [FM82]. Quo [KH14].
Radial [MW82]. Radiance [Wil13]. Radiation [CWGC90, Mur84b].
Radiosity [CGIB86, HG83, IKSZ03, JWSG11, JF99, KMTM98, LYO02, MTTF85, SKMY09, SBS10, Str90, TLCC17, TR93, Web08, Wil87b, YMK +12].
Rapid [Bai95, BDC +12, CG85, MSRM09, Rob99, Uva95, ZP95].
Real-Time [ACL +12, BFW99, CSWB01, CdHM97, CT04b, DYS +07, ERS13, EBG +10, GE97b, GMFT89, GRW99, GRB +85, Gos90, GFW +16, GDY +11, HE82, Ja00, JWSG10, KMTM98, KVM +05, KMS07, Kri05, SKUT +10, Lea97b, LKS96, LMA +17, ML05, MD99f, MD99d, MYPT09, MHC98, Mi12, MMR +06, MYK +08, NTH02, NL01, OSK02, PWH04, PFH03, Rso97, RTF +05, SSB06, Tae98, TYK01, UCK +04, Wee02, Fan86, MF89].
Real-World [BWWM12, RTF +05, UCK +04]. Realism [Abo00a, Ama87, Kul09, SKMY09, YMK +12].
Realistic [Ch’11, CT04a, CGIB86, HG83, IKSZ03, JWSG10, JF99, KMTM98, LYO02, MTTF85, SKMY09, SBS10, Str90, TLCC17, TR93, Web08, Wil87b, YMK +12].
Realities [Enc15b, Sin12a, SR10, Sim94c].
Reality [AWB +97, An098g, Ano16b, AR99, AB14b, ABB +01, BN95, BKV +10, BK01, BPSB14, Bre84, Bro99, BK06, CLP +14, CYP +10, CNL00, DFP +11, DBS96, DJM13, EGR94, EBB500, FLM297, FLSG98, Got90, GDY +11, HROI16, HLW98, HSHS05, Ja100, JAM +05, JBB02, KN07, KKV +02, KBHT06, KLL +15, LO94, Lea97b, LD97, LLG +07, LOB08, Liv05, LCR +14, ML05, MRL13, MZP +95, Mac09, MD99e, MD99d, MSWT14, MKKJ96, Nav04, NTS +07, NdSM +16, NCQ +11, PCZ +09, PPKM15].
[Sim96c]. Reach [Kri05]. Reaching [HS01]. reaction [CR95]. reaction-diffusion [CR95]. Read [Lar11]. Reading [Har00].
Per16, Pie06, PBSB08, PXC02, RFK+13, RBW05, RBBS06, RLG+02, Rok96, RBF95, Ros00a, SPT+15, SSW+07, SVT10, Shn03, SPS99, Smi87, SD99, Sto99, SK05, TYK01, TSK97, UVa95, VIK+02, WS09a, WS09b, WW95, YNA99, Bal98c, Hag91a, Kah94, Kru95, MT94, Pap96, RBOV94.


Removing [Boh95]. Renaissance [Fig00]. Rendered [YZM+11]. Rendering [ABDR+12, AFYOC03, iAH03, Bai01, BL14, BHPB+12, BPB09, Cha97a, CT04a, DM02a, DGY07, DCLK03, DD04, DW87, Elb01, FS01, FM03, GP93a, GF86, GMFT89, GJ13, Hai06, Her03, HNC+04, HBP+07, IM98, JDZ04, KS98, KSD04, KMM+01, KY97, SKUT+10, LS95, LKV90, PLN04, Lev90, Lev00, LS04b, LS04a, LO05, LTSE92, LX04, MP01, MD99f, MAB05, MFP90, MCEF94, MD95b, NTH02, Neu94, NFMD90, Nie07, OKKP13, Pan94, PQC+12, RB00, RH91, SPMS04, SBC04a, SKP09, SB03b, SFC99, TLC02, THB+90, UO93, Wee02, WHC94, WMG00, WPLM01, YSWW08, Bli93a, DWL+92, MPH94, PB87, RHC95, SSG95, WPO96]. Renderings [Dev13]. RenderMan [AM90]. Renders [MD99e].


Series [XHC+17]. Serious [BES09, RRV+15, ZED+09]. Service [HB06, MG14]. Services [Fry83, Hay96a].

Set [Arb90, CB86, FA85, GHQ04a, GHQ04b, HHH89, LBD+92, MSC89, PNPS03, PRdJ07, SM84, WOO88, Car87, Lea97c].

Set-Design [PNPS03]. Set-Theoretic [LBD+92, SM84, WOO88]. Sets [BDH+89, BHP07, CR94, CW88, DP00, FS86, JBH+10, KPSN04, KMM+01, KNK99, Kri01, KJC+01, MP01, Sen99, Wli04, WFL+00, CW87, RN94]. Setting [Trit07].

Setting [Hay95b]. Setting [SKN+15].

Seven [HF07]. Seymour [Ano17w].


Shaders [Bai09, Bai11, Bai13]. Shading [CHRU85, MB94, MHC98, YYI+92, NINT89]. Shadow [Ber86, Del88c, Gha12, HG86, WD15b, WD15c, WPF90, Bli88d, WOO93].

Shadowing [Rob89]. Shadows [BB84, MTC07].

Shanshui [Shi17]. Shape [Bli06a, Bre97, CAP+05, CP89, CRC+02, DMR83, FM89a, Gla97g, HZB92, HH01, JOS11, KSO7, LFO15, Mac97a, MSF07, McL83, PPK05, RMP+16, RB00, RSE09, RP95, SR97, Sch17, SR95, Spa16b, Wli87c, YT84, GU86, SG90a, Spa16b]. Shape-Based [RSE99, HZB92]. Shape-Preserving [DMR83, FM89a, McL83]. Shapes [Cho95, FBS1, Jac15, MGO+16, Sar90, SPW84, GJ93, Her86, KS94, Pie87c, SRS91].

Shaping [Ch89a, YSWW08]. Share [PB94]. Shared [DDIC11, LRIC15].

Shared-Memory [DDIC11]. Sharing [HLB+07, JMT+01]. Sharpening [SP15].

Sharper [Bal97]. Sheding [Sin02e]. Shell [Men94, U093]. sheriff [Sim93a]. Shiny [Bli00a]. Ship [Gos90, RSR83b, VS07].

Shipboard [RDO+96]. Shiphulls [RSR83a]. Shipped [MD99f]. Shoe [Fox05].

Shoe-Mounted [Fox05]. Shoes [KRBl1]. Shop [CPK06]. Short [Aud98, Ger98, HB97, Pie89, SBS10, Wri98].

Short-Term [SBS10]. Shortcut [KKG+13].

Show [vHdP94]. Showcase [BFSE01].

Showing [Sin01c]. Shows [Hay95b, YL09].

Shrinking [Kas13]. Shut [Gla99a]. Shuttle [Mil03].

Sick [Pot98]. Sided [HT98, Sch93a].

Sides [Hag90c]. Sidney [Ano17w].

SIGGRAPH [Ano10c, Bli87, Kas12a, Bli95d, BG96, Hay96a, SP04b].


Silicon [FH84b, WNAJ92, Ake89, Hay95b]. Silver [WF02].

Similar [CR94]. Similarity [FMM06]. Simple [Nea89c, SPMS04, SR97, Bow93].


Simulating [AP11, HW95, IL83, KLR12, Lee99, MMG12, SKN+15, VMJ96].

Simulation [AMJ+08, ACO00, ARS17, Bar95, Bar04, BDK+04, Bro15, BRL06, CCP82, CF93, CdHM97, CEO+93, CKP96, GA97, GRW99, GD11, KSSL07, LTS+13, MD99f, MD99e, MD99d, MSA+94, MWY+15, MSB+06, NPH+09, PFB06, PD09, PVML96, RM89, Rho97b, Sch81, SBD+17, SB06, SOM+10, Til83b, VS14, Web08, Yan85, CG94, Gre91b].

Simulation-Based [GA97, SOM+10]. Simulations [AHP+10, Ah15, CPN09, CCC+07, CKJ12, GCS+12, GD13, HH08, KSRF11, Kri05, KHS98, MA89, MJ08, OZH00, RLV+16, SRE98, SWS07, SSH+98, SH03, SBHM97, TCH+96, TCE+02, WYG+12, Wl82, YIQ09, YWG+10, Gre91a].

Simulator [Agh95, AP10, C3Y+13].
EHA+14, LGW+12, NCQ+11, WMB85.
Simulators [BSHW07, LGK+06, LGM13, SB06, ZMR+88]. Single [DNBC16, GGV92, IKMF12, TT00].
Single-Chip [GGV92]. Sites [ATS+03, EHBPG04, SPM10, VIK+02]. Situation [E17, Ma09, Mor16, RLV+16, YWG+10]. Situated [JPSM13]. Situation [Gla97e].
Situation [FGW00, RDDT97]. Six [WJ88]. Six-Dimensional [WJ88]. Size [Sto12]. Skateboard [GFW+16]. Skeleton [SR95]. Sketch [ERH+11, IZ07, KS07, NF11, SD07, TWB+07, SC12]. Sketch-Based [ERH+11, IZ07, KS07, TWB+07].
Slim-Line [MD00f]. Slow [CS15c]. Small [TSF+98, WAB+13]. Small-Animal [WAB+13]. smallest [Ano97i]. Smart [AD05, MD00f, SKS96a, SBC15, HGK+04].
Smart-Its [HKG+04]. Smarter [Abo99a]. SmartTouch [KKKT04]. Smile [Han01].
Smiles [She05]. Smoke [FMMS03, MWY+15]. Smooth [St84, VBW94]. Smoothing [PR08]. snags [Bli93a]. Snapshot [PIBV11]. Snaps [Ano10d]. Snowstorm [Bli98a]. Soap [Gla00c, Gla00d]. Soapbox [Whi87]. SoC [WSKY09]. Soccer [PPA14, SJB+16].
Social [CLDW16, EM09, KB09, LGZ04, LWM14, PIVB11, Sch08b, WLL+09, WMFM13].
Society [Ano96i, Ano97h, Ano14s, Ano14q, Ano14p, Ano14r, Ano15w, Ano15y, Ano15x, Ano16-27, Ano16y, Ano16x, Ano16z, Ano16w, Ano17m].
Soft [BB84, MTC07, NL02, PFB06, SG11, Sin09f, WWM87]. Soft-Object [NL02].
softkeys [BM88]. Software [Ano88a, Ano94n, CPA+10, CE98, Di906, Di917, Di98b, Di99, Di01, Enc04, GAW86, HH82, Hay95b, Hay97, JXW+08, KLL+15, Lar10, Lav83, Laz87, LBO8, LCG83, MP01, MD99f, MD99e, MD99d, MD00f, Mac03, MOP89, MRBW12, SR13, War81b, War81a, War85, Wea98a, Whi95d, vD05, Bri90]. Soil [AM84, MV93]. Solar [De97, Gla96e, Gla96b, Wil13, SVB97].
Solar-Radiance [Wil13]. Solid [Bar95, CS85, Cas87, CK85b, DMP93, Hay96b, Hii82, KPTS89, LBD+92, LJJ+17, MS82, MMZ94, Mi86, Mi88b, Mi89, MP89, Mye82, PCOS10, Pra84a, RV82, RV83, RR92, RR86b, SC89, Til83b, TSUC86, Tur88, TR94, Wei85, WFO85, Woo88, WKS86, WWM87, YT85, Cam91, CR95, GT93, KKM96, SG90].
Solid-Texture [PCOS10]. Solids [Arl90, BG82, Gla96d, Gla96c, HHK89, Kim84, LW13, Men94, WW86, Chi87, CH95].
Solution [MD99f]. Solutions [FM82, MD99f, Ree84, Sad16, MD99f]. Solve [Abo99b, Bli06c, Bli06d, Bli06a, Bli06b, Bli07a, Bli07b, Bli05a]. Solver [LGW+12].
Solving [GASF94, Hor84, Man94]. Some [Coh83, HS87]. Something [Bre90, Han01, Sin13f]. Sonar [CWB99].
Soon [BW00]. Sophisticated [SRS83].
Sorting [MCEF94]. Sound [Coo02b, DBJELY+02, RL07]. Sounds [Coo02a]. Source [DMJ05, Mac85, RDRS10, SSM+07, VG84].
Sources [Mac81, Mac83]. Space [BB05, BPB14, Bli03e, Bli03a, Bli03b, Bli03c, Bli03d, Bli04a, Bli04b, Bli04c, BBS09, Cha98a, ERS13, EY03, Gla84, KY97, Lea96b, LW13, LLR09, LK95b, Mi03, Mun98, NM08, SWDR16, SKP09, SSC+11, Sin96c, Sin06e, WKS86, ABB+93, CH95, PB87].
space-based [PB87]. space-times [ABB+93]. Spacecraft [MPDR14].
SpacePlane [SBJ+01]. Spaces [FZH+13, Gol00, MG04, PSE+09, SPJ99, Weec02, Rob88]. Spacetime [Gla88a].
PB87, Roc87, Sch93a. SurfCuit [US17]. Surge [ZCS+06]. Surgery [AKME+90, BSHW07, CF93, CEO+93, EHA+14, LMA+17, MSB+06, QCP+10, RBBS06, RR96, She05, SSS00, TLL+96, WKHL96]. Surgical [BDK+04, BTM17, BMS+13, BTTU84, PFB06, PVML96, SKW+12]. Surrealism [Sin03f]. Surrendering [Sin02d]. Surveillance [BKM16, MHR+09, dHPP10]. Survey [Ama87, Ano84, AM84, BCF+08, CEMTT98, Doos2, Far92, Hec86b, Her03, Luc01, Pie91, PCOS10, SZ94, WB00b, WPF90, YWR99, ZGCL14, vBE12, Bar83, Car96]. Sustainable [Ano16-29, BRM10, FAZH17]. Sutherland [MD99d]. SVGA [MD99d]. swap [MPHK94]. Sweep [MW82, Vos85]. Swept-To-CSG [Vos85]. sweeping [Coq87]. Swept [MW82, Vos85]. Synthesis [BKRE88, CGSB86, DNL05, DY07, ERH+11, HG83, JF99, LBS+03, LSQ+12, MTTS87a, MH04, MWM87, OK09, Pie89, PCOS10, RL07, WH97, van96]. Synthesized [MF89]. Synthesizer [Gla97g]. Synthesizing [DBJEY+02, RPM17]. Synthetic [Gla00e, Gla00f, Lea96b, Ler82, MHR+09, MTT87b, Mus99, Pic00, SBWS96, MTT91]. System [Agh95, AM04, ACL+12, ASP+86, BQP+15, BBK82, BSM+15, BM86, BH81, BWHR99, Cav97, CG85, CDBL83, CPAV+17, De97, DR83, EWS96, EYY03, Eng86, FAZH17, FPT+82, FPI84, FTI86, Gos90, HFZ+13, HJCW06, Hur82, JCM07, KBHT06, KM88, Kub84, Ler82, LCC+00, LD08, LAC+14, MC85, MD90f, MD00f, MTT83, MTTF85, MP89, NK85, PIBV11, PB94, RRR+16, RGA+83, RC85, RFN89, SI94, SB03a, SHMN09, Ski81, SSO+12, SVB97, Tak85, Tho84, UMO82, VMJT96, WKBI1, Wei84, YST84, ZCS+06, ZGL+17, An08j, GG87, GS88, Pap96, Phi91, Kan88, PH98, PH99, Pie06, PM86, UFK+89, YMD093]. Systems [Ano88a, BN95, Bee82, BMC04, Car83, DP82, EWF02, Fyo97, GZS88, Gre84, HJS00, I115, JW16, KS14, KPT889, Liv05, MD99f, Man94, OZH15, PLS+16, PM82, PCJ+16, Ree84, SBC15, Smi83, SSMH03, Tal97, TR83, Til83b, Van10, WFOP85, Bli95b, CR95, Har96, Kal87, Ker91, MF89, Atw84, MD99e].

Kon12, Lok06, MAB05, Mei85, MRBW12, PB94, Tak05, WH99, ZNMT15. Team [Hay95b, LK95b, LCR+14, VG81]. Teams [Han00a]. Teamwork [SG11]. teapot [Cro87b]. Tech [Ano15m, Del98a, Mac97a, MD99e, Blo86]. Technical [Bro82, Kon12, MPP81, Myn08]. Technique [BP06, GL82, KSD04, Lea96d, Mam89, SR97, Coq87, Fan86, Roc87]. Techniques [Cro81, DGY07, DT81, EHBPG04, Eng97, FWC84, HH82, Hay96d, HB16, HM85, II15, Ike84, KDH+95a, Kas11c, KB82, Kos16, Kul09, LS95, LTD16, MHR+09, Mye87, NFMD90, NG96, PNPS03, RR86b, Sed90a, Sed90b, Vos85, Zel82, vBE12, Car87]. Technological [Sou04, WLL+09, WW95]. Technologies [Ano15b, Ano17c, CSMT03, Eas90, EFD05, KPL17, LLK+03, Mac97a, Per16, SP04b, Str04, Zuc84, Ano17b]. Technology [Bal97, BHS11, Bli93c, BEG92, CKP96, Del99a, DiS14, Ebe05, Enc11, JXW+08, Kas10a, Kas10b, Kas11a, Kas11b, KL+15, Lat98, Lea96a, LOB08, Ma07, Mar07, Ped01, PTB+15, SBE95, SSMH03, WP87, WKM+04]. Technology-Based [Lat98]. Tele [Bai95, JLC98]. Tele-Immersion [JLC98]. Tele-Manufacturing [Bai95]. Telecommunication [KNK09]. Teleconferencing [BCPK02]. Telemedicine [Lea96e]. Teleoperated [Abo98a]. Teleoperation [DLEF15, SKN+05, SAHK13]. Telepresence [SSO+12]. Telerobotic [Hay95b]. Telescope [LK95b]. Television [Hay96a]. Telexistence [Tac98, Tac16]. Tell [Sch17]. Telling [LRC15]. Template [AWM10]. Template-Based [AWM10]. templates [Ols86]. temples [Mak87]. Temporal [ABWS05, FPNVHH17, PBV16, SD07, WTPHK09]. Temporally [PBV11]. Ten [Bli98c, Dlb98b, Fol00, KBF05, Mac98, MD00a, Nie93a]. Tennis [AY16, BRL06]. TennisViewer [JB97]. tense [Wil91]. Tension [FM89a, FM90, Smi87, FM87]. Tension-Compatible [FM89a]. Tensions [Mor16]. Tensor [Bli01a, Bli01b, Bli02a, DH93, HPvW94]. Term [PS09, SBS10]. Terminal [DD84, Ike84]. Terminals [MUr84b, Mye84b]. Terrain [EBG+10, Kla89, RLI99, RRW02, Sin04c, Sin15c, VBHS11, CG94]. TerraVision [RLI99]. TerraVista [MD99f]. Terrorism [Del02]. Tessellations [AM84]. Testbed [DB96, HG83]. Testing [Ano97i, BDG+99, HG86, MPDR14, GG87]. Texas [ASP+86]. Texels [JWHW12]. Texrax [SKS96a]. Text [ABWS05, ACL+12, BFK+84, DiS14, DL16, GUFG15, RSE99]. Text-Based [DiS14]. textiles [Bre96a]. Texture [Ash03, BS86, DLN05, DY07, Eib05, FPBB08, HB84, Hec86b, KMM+01, KL09, MHC98, OK09, PCOS10, SK97, YM95, Bli90a]. Texture-Based [KMM+01]. Textured [CBZ+08]. Textures [CT04a, DG99, DBJEY+02, Gla00b, IWF97, Int00, IMS03, JCM07, Lai01, MB94, OSRW97, TBP01, YSWW08]. Texturing [SKS96a, WWM87]. Thanks [Ano03b, Ano04g, Ano06b, Ano07a, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano12a, Ano14-33, Tau12e]. Theater [AJD13, SG11, BG96]. theaters [Bal98c]. Their [GSF716, MKF87]. Them [KMCMT09, Wan10]. Theme [SS01]. Themes [OS11]. Theoretic [Che08, LBD+92, SM84, Woo88]. Theoretical [CGJ+17]. Theory [BC87, Bra86, CR94, JS10, Mei85, Rhy11, War88, War08, SKK91, Bli94d]. Therapeutic [WAB+13]. Therapy [Lea97b, RR96]. There [Bli99b, Bli99a, Bli00b, Cha97b, DeF00, Fol00, Rho02, Bli89d]. Thermo [YNH04]. Thermo-Key [YNH04]. Thesis [Car16]. Thin [FH84b, KB14]. Thin-Film
PXC02, RLG02, TH14, WF02, YNA99.  

Traction [KVM+05].  
Trade [Gla01f, Jar83, SO95].  
Trading [Del99b, NB04].  
Traditional [VVP+11].  

Traditions [Wor95].  
Traffic [AHDG00, CCM15, CM16, FR00, GLRK06, GSFT16, Tre98, ZHZ+15].  
Trail [Del98c].  
Train [TSK97].  
Trainable [TS13].  
Trained [PB06].  
Training [AMJ+08, BDK+04, BSHW07, BKM16, COM15, DFP+11, HSHS05, LGW+12, LLZ13, LK95b, LSCM04, LCR+14, Mor98, MSB+06, NCQ+11, PFB06, Sad16, Saw83, SKW+12, SSS00, ZPA95, ZED+09, SSRH95].  
Transactions [Ano16-28, Ano16-29, Hay96b].  
Transatlantic [MN97].  
Transcontinental [LJ96].  
Transfer [Ash03, HHKK17, KPTS89, LK82, LZS04, PLB+01, RAGS01, SCOSL13, WFOP85].  
Transferring [YP08].  
transform [Bli93b, Fan86].  
Transformation [CT09, Ros89b].  
Transformations [Bar81a, GWW86, Gol03, Rob89, ZW05, AES93].  

Transforming [FZH+13, KB09, LRIC15, Si14f, TBP01].  
Transforms [Bli99c, Kri04, Mur93].  
Transistors [FH84b].  
Transition [PVW07].  
Translated [MR99].  
Translating [Hag94, VOW15].  
Translation [Ken81, MOP89].  
Translator [Kon12].  
Translators [MD99d].  
Translucency [JWSG10].  
Translucent [HG13, SKP09].  
Transparency [Mam89, Nie07].  
Transparent [KB14, RFN89].  
Transplantation [vBE12].  
Transport [BDC+12, DKS+03, STW+08].  
Transportable [MD99c].  
Transportation [Ac10].  
Traumatic [Mac09].  
Travel [Sin10c].  
Traveling [Abo00b, Gia88b].  
Traversed [GBCK93].  
Treadmill [Iwa99].  
Treat [JAM+05].  
Treating [HAB+01, Mac09, WAB+13].  
 Treatments [Ano97].  
Tree [AK84, DBJEY+02, GMTF89, Sch11, SRDT01].  
Treemaps [Hei03].  
Trees [HBW+14, JB97, MMP+07, Web08, ZK10, GC91].  
Treevis.net [Sch11].  
Trends [Gar15, Oia82, Ped01].  
Triage [Bli90b].  
Trail [Abo98a, CLP+15, Sin04e, Sin93d].  
Trial-and-Error [Sin04e].  
Triangle [De 89, KS98].  
Triangle-Based [De 89].  
Triangles [PQC+12].  
Triangular [Gla98d, GS94, KSK00].  
Triangulated [MW82].  
Triangulation [KS01, PT94, Woe83, Wor83, YMS01, FP93, FP95, Sug92, Use93].  
Triangulations [Sch93c].  
Trick [GFW+16].  
Tricks [Bli97a, Gia01f, Sin11d].  
trigonal [WS92].  
Trillion [AL11].  
Trimmed [Cas87].  
Trip [Bli96d, Die97, Bli91b, Bli91c, Bli91d, Bli92c, Bli93b].  
Triple [GI94].  
Triple-Step [GI94].  
Triplet [Gia89].  
Tripling [SML+09].  
Triumph [Sin14b].  
True [Bar97a, FPT+82, PJC88, WWC91].  
true-color [WWC91].  
Truga001 [IM98].  
truth [Bli90a].  
Try [CLP+15, ZGL+17].  
Try-On [CLP+15, ZGL+17].  
Tsunami [Kri05].  
tubes [Bli89b].  
Tumor [DPL+11].  
Tuned [HBBG95].  
Tunnel [BL92, SOSG08, Use98].  
turbulence [PCS95].  
Turbulent [GCS+12].  
Turbulent-Flow [GCS+12].  
Turn [Han00a].  
Turnkey [BH81].  
Turntable [Bli03b, Bli03d, CKJC12, EZM+97, ESS82, Gol83b, MKFN87, PO84, SB86a, TH84].  
Two-Bit [SB86a].  
Two-Dimensional [ESS82, TH84].  
Two-Handed [EZM+97].  
Two-Way [MKFN87].  
Type [Hua11].  
Types [MTT83].
Ubi [KL09]. Ubi-Pen [KL09]. Ubiquitous [AJH+12, Tac16]. UIMS [OD88].
Ultrafractal [Sin07c]. Ultrascale [AS10, JLJ+10]. Ultrasonic
[AC00, SGS95]. Ultrasonograms [Nak84]. Ultrasound
[NE93, NCQ+11, SRJ99]. Ultrasound-Guided [NCQ+11]. Unbound
[RBF95]. Uncalibrated [HWY+16].
Uncanny [Gel08]. Uncertainty [FDK12, HNC+04, JS03, PGA13, SCB+04b].
Unconstrained [RDRS10]. Undergraduates [Ren15]. Underground
[MSH+08, Gel07a]. Undersea [Sin95d].
Understand [WYG+12]. Understanding [CS15e, FMMS03, Kro04, LF87, MUN+10, SADC02, SFT+07, TLCC17, WGI15, ZOC+12]. Underwater
[CBWS99, DBN16, GPA+17, SCB+04b, WAPW06, aE01, vL16, Ste91]. Undo
[TSUC86]. Unexpected [CES07].
Unfolding [Bac16]. Unification
[LF87, Pal85]. Unified [YT84]. Uniform
[Chr83, FP03, Use93]. Unifying [WJ93].
Union [FE97]. Unique [MYT09, RR95].
Uniting [Sch08a]. Unity [Sin06a].
Univariate [RO86, WAR88]. Universe
[Mus99, GF94]. University
[Sou04, Del00c, FE97]. Unlimited [Ano17u].
Unlocking [Myn08, Sin03c]. Unorganized
[LCW12]. Unscripted [ALD+06]. Unseen
[Ye97a]. Unsolvable [Bli98c, Che05].
Unsteady [OKET12]. Unstructured
[FS01, RO96]. Untitled [Sin07a].
Untouchable [KKTI04]. Unwrapping
[AL02]. Update [Ano92i, Ano92j, Bli89a].
Updated [Mac83, MD99e]. Updates
[MD99d]. Updating [SBC15]. Upgrade
[MD00f]. Upon [Bli98e, Gla98c]. Upper
[CKPB16]. Upper-Limb [CKPB16].
Uppers [Bli92a, Bli92b]. upY [AJH+12].
Urban [ABVA08, CBZ+08, De00b, HYN03, Kub84, RWF02, WW08, WMV+08]. Urn
[Gol86]. useful [Gol83c]. Usability
[SPT+15]. Usable [ECNZ15, DS87]. Usage
[KKG+13]. Use [Ano14b, AM84, CLP+14, Enc11, JLS15, LR90, MTT83, Mur84a, Smi84a, SRS83, Ano14a, Rob88]. useful
[GP91a]. User
[Ano84, Bli05b, BA85, BCF+08, BC108, DEN13, DJS+09, ENDD13, EJ98, EI17, FH84a, FB09, GHS99, Hay97, KM88, KHI+03, KGB14, KPL17, LJ15, Ma00, Mab82, MSWT14, Mye84a, OBE+84, Pat12, PwW07, RSP15, RCB+05, Rod14, RZSP04, SDS+11, Tak85, WP87, WIl86, WWV+10, EFB+94, Mye88, Ols86, Rob88, WC91].
User-Centered [GHS99]. User-Defined
[PwW07]. User-Friendly [Pat12]. User/
Artist [Hay97]. Users [Cav87, ZOC+12].
Uses [HS01, Wor93]. Using
[ANS15, ABM+01, ABWS05, ABS+05, AL11, BMC84, Bai09, Bai11, Bai13, BKREE88, BD+89, BVRF05, Bec97, BS03, BKV+10, BSP97, BA85, CD12, CF16, CR15, CBWS99, CLC+96, CKPB16, DKS+03, DLN05, DL15, DI14, DNS+15, DY07, EH16, FS86, FKKB05, FH84b, FG88b, FTAT00, Fyo97, GLC11, GMFT89, GH86, HB84, HT04, HB08, HJF06, HP91, HSK17, I007, ITW01, JS10, JSH16, Jar83, JLI+10, JK09, JWHW12, JWX+08, JAM+05, KS98, KLR12, KK94, KP14, KS97, KPL17, LC16, LM10, Lar10, LCC+00, LMS11, LZ13, LK08, LSFW83, LSMC04, MLF+12, Mac99a, MG14, MG92, MMR+06, Mob85, MJC08, MML+15, MR87, NdSM+16, ND05, PH98, PH99, PBV16, Pie87b, PCJ+16, RBB506, RGL+06, RKJ99, Rob87, RDDT97, RPM17, RW99, SFD16, SADC02, Sch00, SD07, SR95, SSC+11, SHM909]. Using
[SC12, SP04a, Spa16b, SH97, SPM10, SB13, SP06, SAHK13, TSK97, TSL+14, Tur88, Vos85, VP16, WJ88, WSW08, WIL87b, WN82, YKR+84, YSWW08, YMS01, ZZ05, ZCBM14, Car87, CP92, EW96, FP93, MPH94, Mil93, RBOV94, Use93]. Utility
[FZH+13]. UV [BRL+17].
Virtual-Wear [CLP +15]. Virtuality [BKP01]. Virtualized [KN07]. Virtually [Cha97b, HWK +96, Tac16]. Vis [CS15c, Bal98b]. VisAdapt [JOG +17]. Visage [KRL07]. Viscoelastic [SSB06, TNTM07]. VisDB [KK94]. Visenet [LFV +97]. Visibility [DKS +03, Hor84, WS90a]. Visible [BFP86, RWFO2, SW85, Yea97a, Sim96b, TSH96, Whi95d]. Vision [CWZ99, De 11, Fabb98, KVM +05, Lec17, Sch99, SKN +05, MG88b, MD99e]. Vision-Based [KVM +05]. Visions [Enc06, Sin02a]. Visual [AD05, AC000, AGBC09, AOH +14, Bac16, BHPS12, Bas14, BQP +15, BSM +15, BBC +87, CLDW16, CR15, Cha09, CZGR09, Che08, CTW +10, CP13, CCC +07, CPG +16, COM15, CR02b, DGTK07, DSK +14, Die85, DL16, DLEF15, Dwy16, EE12, EBN13, End14, Elf17, Fal +06, GCS +12, GRW09, HBV +14, HKW99, JS10, JKKM +03, KPSN04, Kro02, KW15, KVHD17, LPLN04, LGM13, LMA +17, LSO4a, LAC +14, LRS12, LT16, MSW10, MGO14, MD99e, MD00f, MHR +09, MB05, MGN +11, ND05, PG5 +08, PG509, PTH +15, QC15, RMMG16, RR84, Ren15, RSE99, RBD14, Sad16, SBCvDSO4, SCB +04b, SMWS88, SZP +00, SZMJ12, She06, Sin04f, SYMK09, St015, SSW10, TMWJK04, TC06, Tit07, TC15, WLL +16, WYG +12, WNA92, Won99, WTO4, WLL +09, WSP12, WSJ +12, WMFM13, WHC +14, XZW14, YLL10, YMK +12, ZHZ +15, vL16, BF93]. Visual-Analysis [Swi10]. Visual-Analytics [LAC +14, LRS12, MHR +09, PG509, RBD14]. Visual-Computing [SZP +00]. Visual-Interactive [BSM +15]. Visual-Perception-Guided [XZWH14]. Visual/Haptic [LPLN04]. Visualization [Abo99b, Agr09, ABM +01, AS10, AHP +10, AW110, ACL +12, ABB +93, Ano87, Ano92k, Ano92i, Ano92m, AHDG00, Baoi, Bai09, Bai11, Bai13, BB95, BBF +98, BR110, BS16, DFK12, BFH02, Bet00, BvRS +11, BHAA +13, BMR90, CCG +04, CS15a, Cam16, CCE +14, CR95, CZGR09, CSWB01, Che05, CEH +09, CH10, CGJ +17, hCRB98, CPA +10, CLms15, CG94, CNC +05, CAG +06, CMB94, Cro96, CKJC12, CM11, CCM15, CM16, CWL +10, Del00b, DSK +14, DKS +05, Dev99b, DPL +11, DAM17, DFM +02, Dom00, Dom12, Dwy16, Dye90, Eic96b, Eic05, Enc11, ECS +15, Enc16b, Enc17a, FGW00, FDK12, FM86, FMMS03, FT00b, FT16, FLSG98, Fvo97, Gai04, Ger91, GB96a, GE79a, GE79b, Ger92, Gie92, GB16, GFW +16, HM95, Hay96b, Hee09, Heit03, HO91, HD01, HT04, HJF06, HSAKD98, HLW13, HLB +07, Int00, IBH +09]. Visualization [III +13, IITS06, IK15, JBB +10, JLG +10, JOG +17, Joh04, JLMV06, KTD10, KDH +95a, KCO5, KM00, KNR93, Kee10, KKH04, KQM13, KHP +11, Ker13, KS08, KM13, Koh93, KNRB12, KDH10, Kos16, KNK99, KGM95, KF94, KH14, KCC +01, KHSE98, Lai01, LFV +97, Lar10, Lar11, LPLN04, LTD16, LCG +02, LTS +13, LMWC17, LZF +14, Lin99, LLR90, LCC +96, LY92, MP99, MA00, MA01, MA06, MFL08, MA09, MLF +12, MJM03, MDF9, MD99e, MD99d, Mac00b, MAB15, MAB05, Mat96, MVWB05, MCW93, MA98, MQM99, MG04, Mil12, MKK196, MML +15, Mor16, MSU +16, MKL97, MED +93, MRBW12, Mun02, MJM +06, NPH +09, Nap05, NE93, NK94, Nor06, NR03, OKM84, OKET12, ODE +13, Pac10, PW97, PP98, PCS95, PRN15, PS09,
Visualization [Ric15, RSK+06, RNNTD14, RRB+14, Rod14, RS97, RDH+02, RB92, Ros94, RG95, RGCBO7, RLV+16, RDDY07, RW99, SFD16, SKS+13, Sch93b, SKW+12, Sch91, Sch11, SWS07, SI94, SB03a, SSIM+07, Shn03, SwW09, SiH5, Sin09e, SFL+04, SAO+95, ST09, Ste07, Ste01, SGEM+12, SBHM97, SSSH03, Tay02, TLLC17, TSH96, TC15, Tre95, TC96, TS97, Tre98, Tre99, UFK+89, UIL+06, UBS+12, VCR98, VCBS97, War08, WCE+17, WSK+00, WSW08, WBS+05, WWG97, Whi99, WGI15, WL88, WFL+00, Won08, Wri97, Wri98, YNF+92, YWY+10, YCKF15, Zha96a, ZCS+06, Zha07, ZCBM14, Zhu12, ZOC+12, vDFL+00, vD05, vHV09, van93, BEW91, Eic96a, Erv93, GB96b, HPvW94, Gie92, GP93a, GSHG98, HBR+92a, HJCW06, KMM+01, Lev88, Lev90, Lev00, MD99f, MD99d, MB94, MRMH09, Mur93, Neu94, NR03, RDRS10, RBE08, RHC95, SM84, SP15, SES05, TR83, WW86, WK94, WD15c, WMG00, YNF+92, ZCBM14, Gor83, HBR+92b, KHK+94, MPRHK94, SSG95].
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